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Abstract 

This paper studies the role played by built-in- ~'( ela tic ity and di cretionary tax 

measures in the government 's effortS to reduce the budget deficit and finance 

development in Ethiopia. The estimation results demonstrate an income inelas tic tax 

system. Analysis of the components of the overa ll tax elasticity brings out the generally 

low value of the tax-to-base relati ve to base to income as a key factor in explaining the 

low elasticity of the tax system. The main reason fo r the low tax-to-base elasticity is 

inefficient and poor tax administration and the existence of large exemptions . Therefore 

the increase in total tax revenue has been mainly due to discretionary tax measures . The 

DTMs were found to be an effective policy instrument both for raising additional 

revenue and for of effecting a shift from the taxation of international trade to the 

taxation of domestic transactions . These results have important implications for tax 

reform. There is a need to evolve an elastic tax structure since it implies that tax 

collections will grow automatically with the growing economy without resorting to 

frequent, potentially sensitive discretionary changes in tax structure . This mainly 

requires establishing a strong tax administration, reducing or eliminating exemptions , 

introducing lower rates, and broadening Ll}e tax base. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Ethiopia is currently lilldertaking a structural adjustment program. One of the policy tools 

of the program for achieving real economic growth with price stability and balance of 

payment viability is fiscal deficit reduction. The latter requires tax collections to grow 

automatically with the growing income within the existing tax system and the effectiveness 

of discretionary tax measures as policy instrument to raise revenue. Also, both the world 

Bank and the IMF recommend a shift from the taxation of international trade to the taxation 

of domestic transactions as one of the main objectives of a tax reform program. This 

reform has been included in the structural adjustment program on the presumption that 

discretionary tax measures playa crucial role in effecting this shift. 

This thesis analyses the revenue productivity of the tax system in Ethiopia. It examines 

the capacity of the individual ta;x and overall tax system to mobilize an increasing proportion 

of national income as the latter grows. The study also exan1ines whether discretionary ta'( 

measures (DTMs) are effective policy instruments in mobilizing resources,and compares the 

roles that economic growth and discretionary tax measures play in explaining the movements 

in tax revenues. 

1.1 Statement of the Problem 

In less deve loped countries, like Ethiopia, the question of how to bring about economic 

development is crucial. Such economies are characterized by a dominant subsistence sector 

and high propensity to consume;as a result development financing is a major problem. A.R. 

Prest pointed out this fact by saying ( . ... all government at all times have to face demands for 

addi tional spending but ... the pressure in underdeveloped countries tends to be particularly 

intense" (1972: 14). Since developing countries are at low leve ls of development, the 



government must provide a wide range of basic ervices that d elopment r qui r . 

In Ethiopia, especially during the Oerg r gim ( 1974-1991 ), the public S cto r gTew 

rapidly with many new ministries, institute , corporations and departments being established, 

which played a part in the rapid expansion of go ernment expenditure. Thus government 

expenditure has consistently exceeded domestic revenue. For exam ple, government 

expenditure as a percent of GOP in 1975 was 21.7 percent, this rose to 25 .9 percent of GOP 

in 1981 and reached 41.9 percent in 1989. This ratio declined to 32.1 percent in 1991. On 

the revenue side, however, there has been slow rate of growth in comparison to the growth in 

expenditure. Even though there was some revenue mobilization effort and a corresponding 

revenue growth, the growth in government expenditure substantially exceeded revenue 

growth throughout the period. The government total domestic revenue as a ratio of total 

government expenditure for the periods 1956-64, 1965-74 and 1975-1991 was 82.63, 73.08, 

and 66.59 percent respectively (Teshome, 1993). 

The result of this , like in many other LOes, is that Ethiopia has been facing large 

and increasing budget deficits. For example, the budget deficit as a ratio of GOP has been 

3.2%, 4.5% and 10.5% in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s respective ly. In general Since the 

1950s, except in 1953, 1954 and 1967, the fiscal balance of the Ethiopian government has 

consistently been negative (Wogene, 1994). The large deficit, especially during the Derg 

regime, was explained in large part by large defense expenditure though expenditures on 

economic services also increased. The trend in the post Oerg regime is explained by 

increases in capital expenditure. 

A growing budget deficit can cause economic instability which, in turn, may retard 

domestic investment, lead to inflation, and increase balance of payments(BOP) deficits, 

depending on the way the deficits are financed. In Ethiopia, for example, since the 1970s 

more than half of the deficit is financed by domestic borrowing and the excessive reliance on 

this source has generated inflationary pressures and crowded out private investment. 



Given such a situation, Ethiopia has to find ays to man th mcr e In 

government expend iture. Although financing d lopm nt exp nditur s can II be 

accomp lished with the help of ext mal finance , the ability 0 any co lin try to ustain its 

economic growth lies in its capacity to mobilize domestic r sourc s. That is the re lianc on 

domestic sources for development £inanc is beyo nd question and external finance sho uld 

only be seen as supplementary urkse, 1953). Thus , it is widel y asserted that the domest ic 

rate of capital formation is one of the fundamental determinants of long term growth of a 

nation. 

As in other LDCs, taxation has been the most important source of domestic revenue 

in Ethiopia. During the periods 1950-60, 1961 -74 and 1975-91 tax revenue as a proportion 

of domestic revenue was 88.1, 86.2 and 76.26 percent while during the same period tax 

revenue as a proportion of total expenditure was 86.46, 66.84 and 50.68 percent respectivel y 

(Teshome, 1993). However, the performance of the Ethiopian tax system is widely argued to 

be unsatisfactory. The poor performance is attributed to deficiencies in tax policy, weak tax 

administration, considerable tax evasion and the existence of a large informal sector(Taube 

and Tadesse, 1995). Various snldies have suggested that the country's tax system is neither 

efficient nor effec tive. The study by Teshome Mulat suggests that " although over the 

longer term tax yield had a high growth rate, there has been a marked decline in the rate of 

growth of tax revenues in recent years. The recent declines in tax co llections have resulted 

in the main from an erosion of the tax base and marked deterioration in tax administration" 

(Teshome, 1993: 85). Also, various studies of the tax system of Ethiopia have concluded 

that the tax system is income inelastic (Teame, 1985; Teshome,1993). 

Thus, we can argue that fostering an efficient tax system is a major concern III 

Ethiopia. " Tax revenue must be high enough to cover current expenditure and above that to 

mobilize enough resources to finance development expenditure" (UN Secretariat, 1975 :60). 

The tax system must be stmctured in such a way that it has a hi gh degree of income 

elastici ty . Moreover, developing such a ta,x system may also req uire effective discretionary 
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tax measures. This could be achieved by basing any action toward r ormmg an asp ct of 

the tax system on frequents and comprehensive studies of the ounu-y 's tax syst m. This 

thesis offers one such study. 

1.2 Economic Background 

In this section we review the performance of the Ethiopian economy since 1960. The 

summary of main economic indicators is provided in table 1. 

The country 's GDP in real terms grew on the average by 4.4% per annwn between 

1961-70. However this growth rate began to decelerate on the eve of the Ethiopian 

revolution,being 2.5% in 1972173. The real GDP growth rate declined in the era of the Derg 

and averaged 1.8% in the period 1973174-1 989/90 . In the meantime the average growth rate 

of population was 2.75%. As a result there was a decline in per-capita income, averaging 

0.95 percent per annum. The growth of real GDP has witnessed a recovery since 1992/93, 

except in 1993/94 during which drought and pest damage occurred. Between 1991 /92-

1994/95 GDP at constant factor cost grew at an average annual rate of3.8% per year and as a 

result per-capita income grew at average rate of 1.97% during the same period (Siyoum, 

1997). 

In the 1970s and 1980s there was not only poor achievement in total GDP growth but 

also performance in various sectors of the economy was quite uneven (Eshetu and Mekonnen 

1992). The poor overall economic growth record especially in the period 1974-1991 was 

due to the poor growth in the commodity producing sectors, mainly agriculture (see table 1). 

From the 1960s up to the end of the 1980s the average growth rate of agriCUltural 

output has consistently been lower than the population growth rate. Therefore between 1970 

and 1990 the sector has been unable to feed the population let alone supply any excess as 

industrial raw materials and exports. As a result an estimated 60% of the population lived 
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be low the absolute poverty line (WB, 1991 ). 

Table 1: Average annual Growth Rate (in per ent). 

1961 -70 1970-80 19 0-9 1 1991 -96 

GNP 4.4 1. 9 1.6 5.4 

Agriculture 2.2 0.7 OJ 
., 
.J. 

Industry 7.4 1.6 1.8 8.8 

Services 4.5 3.9 3.1 7.1 

Population 2.4 2.7 3.1 (3.1 ) 

Source :The World Bank, Ethiopia:An economic Overview. november 1996,pp .2 . 

The economic structure of the country is dominated by agriculture. It contributes the 

largest share of GDP (for instance in 1995/96 the sector contributed 51 % of GDP (WB , 

1996)), employs nearly 80% of the total labour fo rce, and major export items (80%) originate 

from this sector (WB, 1995). In terms of contribution to GDP, agriculture is fo llowed by the 

services sector, which includes distributive services, social services and public 

administration services. The growth of the service sector reflects a narrow industrial base 

and the preponderance of non-wage employment in the overall economy. Ethiopia ' s 

industrial sector accounts for 12% of GDP (WB, 1994). It provided employment 

opportunity for about 120,000 workers as of December 1992. More than half of this figure 

are employed in public enterprises . The sector also represents about 25% of total export 

earnings (WB, 1994). 

During the period 1970/7 1-1994/95 the average annual growth rate was 0.66% for 

agricultural value added, 3.6% fo r the industrial sector and 4J9% fo r the service 

sector(Siyoum, 1997). In the periods 1974-80, 1981 -88 and 1988-93 the real industrial 

growth, in terms of annual percentage change in value added, has been 1.4, 3.9 and 4.1 

percent respectively (Annual Report of the Global Coalition for Africa, 1994).since 1993 the 

manufacturina has sector also recorded a significant recovery. 
/:> 
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In general, during the period 1991- , th Ethiopian econom man ged Min th 

overall perfo rmance level it enjoyed during th 1-70 p riod . Hov e r, the r cov ry 

recorded in the 1990s has made little change in t rms of wel far and standards 0 Ii ing, 

since the level of per-capita GOP of Ethiopia still r mains on of th lowest in sub- aharan 

Africa (WB, 1996). The recent relatively better p rfo rmanc in r al GOP, among others, is 

due to improved performance in the agricultural sector, improvements in producti ity in th 

manufacturing sector and partial liberalization that included elimination of controls on 

marketing and pricing of grains. 

With regards to savings and investment, over the periods 1971 /72- 1972/73, 1973/74-

1989/90 and 1991192- 1994/95 , average saving as a percent of GOP has been 12.1 , 5.2 and 

4.64%. In contrast the trend in annual gross investment as a percent of GOP was upward, 

except during 1973/74-77/78 when it was 8.89%. Investment as a percent of GOP over the 

period 1971/72-1972/73 was 11.99% but was very low between 1988/89-1 989/90. ~uring 

the period 1991 /92-1 994/95 gross investment as a percent of GOP increased substantially , 

rising from 7.12% in 1990/91 to about double in 1994/95 , the composition changing in 

favour of private investment. However, compared with previous years the growth in the 

saving rate has been weak. As a result, investment is dominantly fi nanced from fo reign 

sources (Seyoum, 1997). 

The performance of the balance of payments was poor during the period under 

review. Between the periods 197 1/72-1994/95 , except for 1972/73 and 1973/74, the BOP was 

not only showing a deficit but also the magnitude of the deficit was increasing overtime. 

This was due to fluctuations in volume and price of imports and exports (Seyoum, 1997). 

Relating to fi scal development during the periods 1950-60, 1960-74 and 1975-90, 

averaae annual arowth rate of real expenditure was 9.17, 10.25 and 8.38 percent; while 
b 0 

average annual growth rate of real t~'{ revenue was 8.45 , 7.52 and 5.96 percent respecti ely 

(Teshome, 1993). Between 1990/91-94/95 dome tic revenue increased, xpendirure also 
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increased but the share of mili tary sp nding b c 

the period 1990/91-1995/96. 

low 22. % 0 tot I xp n lrur In 

The government deficit, that is the xc ss of go mm nt p nditure 0 r ome ti 

revenue, has been financed by external ass i tanc , xternal loans and dome tic bank 

borrowing. During the sixties about 80% of gov rnm nt deficit had b n financed by 

borrowing from external sources. In the latter decades , however, foreign sourc co ered 

less than half of the deficit, being 44% and 47% in th 1970s and 1980s r spectiv Iy 

(Wogene, 1994). The increasing contribution of the domestic ban.king sy tern in financing 

the deficit has also led to increases in the money upply which, in tum, explai ns the 

inflationary situation. " Both narrow money supply (rn 1) and broad money (m2) expanded by 

6 and 5 fo ld respectively fro m 1973/74 to 1988/89 and each grew by two fold in 1994/95 

from their 1988/89 level. These rates of growth were much higher than the GOP" (Siyoum, 

1997:34). 

In summary, the overview of the Ethiopian economy indicates an unsatisfactory 

overall performance,mainly in the 1970s and 1980s, arising primarily from poor performance 

in the main sectors of the economy (mainly in agriculture), low domestic savings, weak 

private investment, very low foreign investment, and high population growth, but also from 

poor infrastructure, volatile terms of trades, and a poor policy environment as noted by 

Eshetu and Mekonnen (1992); Semu (1994); and Seyoum (1997). This suggests, among 

other things, the importance of critically studying the efficiency of variolls policy 

instruments used by the government. The present study on taxation is part of such an 

attempt. In addition the fact that the study examines one aspect of ta.-x reform, which is part 

of the overall economic reform program the country is undertaking, makes the study of 

special interest. 
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1.3 Objective of the tudy 

In the face of large budget d ficits and gi en th in r mg m lopmen 

expenditures, there is a need to devi e mor ffici nt t s st m hich ." nsur that the 

government budget maintains macroeconom i st bi I iry and supports long-run conomic 

growth. The general objective of th is thesi is to s ss the r v nu producti ity of the 

Ethiopian ta,,{ system in light of the tax base, disc r tionary m asur s, and conomic gro h. 

The specific objectives of the study are: 

1.To review and analyze the structure of the tax system and its evolution over time; 

2.To determine the built-in elastici ty of individual taxes and the overal l tax system. The 

objective here is to determine whether indi vidual and overall tax reve nues are income 

elastic. In this analysis the elasticity of each separate tax will be broken into its two elements: 

the elasticity of the tax to base and the elasticity of the base to income. 

3 .To assess the revenue impact of discretionary tax measures;and 

4.To estimate and compare the contribution of economic growth and discretionary measures 

to total and individual tax revenues. 

1.4 Hypotheses 

This thesis tests two hypotheses. One is that Ethiopia ' s ta"'{ system is not suffic iently 

elastic to allow for increases in tax revenue as the economy grows; and the other is that 

discretionary ta,",{ measures are not effective policy instmments to mobilize resources. 

The first hypothesis emerged from the fact that Ethiopian domestic revenue doesn't 

cover its expenditure and the gap between the two is widening overtime; while the second 

hypothesis arises fro m the findings of several studies on the tax system of several LDCs. 
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1.5 Significance Of The tudy 

The study tests these hypotheses by appl yi ng appropriat quantitat i e t chni u s to 

data of sufficiently long period of time. Fiscal d fi ci t r u ti n , on of the poli to I 

of the structural adjustment program in Ethiopi a, is expected to support progr ss to ar 

achieving real economic growth wi th price stabili ty and balance of payment viabili ty. In 

dealing with fiscal policy within such a framework, quantitat ive analy is i needed to ensure 

that an increasing proportion of growth in national income is mobilize withi n the existing 

tax system. Achieving the objective of defic it reduction may also require the activation of 

additional means of revenue generation through discretionary ta;x changes. which should as 

well be based on a quantitative analysis of the existing tax system. 

The findings of the study will hel p to identify the sources of rap id revenue growth 

andlor the causes of lagging revenue growth. The results wi ll also help to determine the 

potential of each tax system to raise higher leve ls of revenue in the future through tax reform. 

This study differs from the previous studies on the Eth iopian ta.'( system not only because it 

employs an adequate analytical framework or model but also because it deals with the tax 

system in general and the study uses data fo r 1961 -1996, covering a longer period. It will 

therefore provide additional insights into the potential of the tax system to raise adeq uate 

revenue to bridge the gap between revenue and expenditure. 

1.6 limitations of the study 

The scope and depth of this study has been limi ted by the avail abili ty and qua lity of relevant 

statistical data. For example data on legal tax bases is not avail ab le.Faced with this problem 

we used proxy rather than legal ta.'( base. Also as regards data on GDP and its component , 

actual such data is only available for the year post 1960, thus limiting our year of study to 

periods starting from 1961. 
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Measurement probl m i another limit tj n. 

the accuracy of the figur s on DP and its omp n 

of accuracy of such figures,the GOP 19ur s do n t includ 

om lh 

inform 

b u 

c or which, 

however, is significant in size. This imp to our stu y since Our m in obj ti 

is to establish the relationship between tax r enue and DP . 

Thus it is with these limitations 10 mind that the results of th study should be 

interpreted and used. 

1.7 Organization of the study 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. As a background to subsequent analysis 

a review of the Ethiopian tax system, the analysis of its structure, composi tion and growth 

over time appear in chapter two. Chapter three provides review of theoretical and empirical 

literature related to the study. Chapter four describes the model and the data. Chapter five 

covers estimation of the model and anal ysis of empirical results. Lastly, in chapter six, 

conclusions and policy recommendations are pres nted. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

ANALYSIS OF THE ETIDOPlAl'l TAX TR TURE 

2.1. Development of The Tax System in Ethiopia 

In Ethiopia fiscal policy is reported to ha e tarted in 1908 , when the ministry of 

finance was established (Teame, 1985). However, a relatively comprehensi e system of 

revenue collection and expenditure was only introduc d by the Ethiopian government after 

independence from Italy. Therefore, Lmder thi s sub-topic, the discuss ion will emphasize the 

development of modem taxation in Ethiopia after independence. 

The change overtime m the ta,,( system of Ethiopia has occurred through 

discretionary measures . Even though the discretionary changes relate to both the rate 

structure and the base, the changes that were introduced in the rate structure were more 

important. 

A review of tax policy of Ethiopia suggests that the history of changes in rate 

structure can be divided in to five epochs. These are :(a) First, the 194 1-1 944 period. In this 

period, in 1943 and 1944, laws regulating the payment of customs and excise duties as well 

as personal and business income taxes were issued. (b) The second epoch covers the years 

between mid-fOliies and early fifties (1947-1952). During this period, in an attempt to 

improve the performance of the ta,,( system to meet the increasing need for fmance , new laws 

were introduced and amendment and a revision of former laws were made. (c) The period 

between late fifties and early sixties is the third epoch. During this period changes in rate 

structure especially changes relating to taxes on income were introduced. (d) The changes in 

tax rates that were made between 1976-1979 ( i.e . the laws that were passed during early 

period of the Derg regime) characterized the fomth epoch. Also at around the end of the 

Derg regime many amendments were made mainl y relati nb to the indirect tax. (e) Finally, 
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the last major changes took place aft r the 0 rthro f th er r 1m h s rei t 0 

changes in rates of both direct and indi re t s. 

The Changes that were introduc d with r p ct to th t x b S 0 11 0\ S. T x s 

on land and cattle were introduce during th lat orti es and arly fi i s. Duri ng the mi -

fifties , a broad-based transaction tCL"X on goods nd serv ic s was intro uc d. Thi m asur 

was taken following the development of th industrial ector and subsequ nt expansion of 

trade. Two basic changes in revenue base took plac during the post 1974 period.The 

changes were introduced following changes in the ownership pattern of land and other 

productive resources introduced by the Derg regime. Th two changes are (a) expansion of 

the base of land tCL"x ; (b) The nationalization of various enterprises by the government and 

their subsequent expansion under government ownership created [Wo additional sources of 

government revenue, namely, capital charges and residual surplus. However after the 

overthrow of the Derg regime this structure (direction) was reversed. 

The Ethiopian tCL"X system offers tax incentives, the objectives of which varied over 

time. The principal objectives of tCL"X incentives in Ethiopia has been the encouragement of 

investment, mainly fo r promoting industrial and agricultural de velopment. However, the 

main objective during the Derg regime has been the promotion of the socialization process of 

individual producers. The ta"X incentives mainly related to exemptions from paying income 

taxes tor a specific munber of years, which in most case varied fro m 3 to 5 years; exemptions 

or lower duty rate on imports and exemptions from sales tax. 

In the following subsections we wi ll exam Ine how the above changes relate to 

individual taxes, focusing on the changes that occurred in the period of our study and making 

the distinction between direct and indirect taxation. 
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2.1.1 Direct Taxation 

The direct taxes are those tax s th burd n 0 hi h [ lis on the I 

Ethiopia the main components 0 direct tax ar Inc m [£LX s land L x. 

2.1.1.1 Income Taxes 

This category includes personal income tax, corpor t or business profi t tax, taxation 

of income from agriculture, and tax on income from rent of land and building egarit 

Gazeta, proclamation No.255/1967). 

Proclamation 0.60 of 1944 introduc d the payment of income tax by all 

individuals and businesses. This is one of the earliest taxes introduced by the government, 

which has been subsequently revised a number of times. It has undergone several 

modifications from a system of simple tributes to a highly developed modem income tax 

system. The First major amendments were made in 1961 and in 1967 . With the introduction 

of the income tax proclamation of 1967, the taxation of various incomes started. 

The income tax proclamation I o. 255 of 1967 was in operation up to 1976 . After the 

overthrow of the imperial regime in 1974, the military government issued proclamation o. 

77 of 1976 which was fuliher amended by proclamation o. 144 of 1978. The 1978 

proclamation resulted in a major change in various schedules of the 1967 tax law. The latter 

proclamation has been replaced by a new proclan1ation [ o. 30 of 1992 issued by the 

transitional government of Ethiopia. 

The income tax proclamation 0.255 of 1967 divided the income tax into four 

categories. Schedule A applied to taxation of incomes from employment (i.e personal 

income tax); Schedule B applied to the taxation of incomes from rent of land and bu.ildings 

used for other activities than agriculture; schedule C appli d to incom from any trade, 
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business, profess ional or vo tion I 0 up tion I. orp r t 10 om or Ine pr I 

tax);and schedule 0 applied to incom rom n ultur I ulrur I in m 

tax). 

A.Personallncome Tax 

Personal income tax is Ie i d on incomes mainly wag an alari s. B for th 

introduction of decree No.l9 of 1956, this tax was Ie ied on annual income. ccording 0 

the latter law monthly income up to birr 30 was xempted from paying the tax. Th ta.,'( per 

month on monthly income over birr 30 varied fro m a minimum of 0.5 birr on monthly 

income of birr 30 to 40 to 210 birr on monthly income of birr 1450 -1500. On monthly 

income over birr 1500 a tax rate of 15% was applied. This decree was amended by 

proclamation No. l73 of 1961. In this proclamation pecific tax rates and ad valorem rates 

were increased. Accordingly, specific rates were app lied to monthly income of up to birr 

750 and ad valorem rates were applied to monthly income above birr 750, each divided into 

several income brackets. This proclamation was amended by proclamation 0.255 of 1961 

The latter law lowered the minimum exemption limit from the previous monthly income of 

30 birr to 25 birr. The other diffe rence was that it made a slight upward revision of some ad 

valorem rates and raised the rate on monthly income of birr 5000 from 21 % to 25%. 

The above law was amended in 1967 and the law categorized personal income tax 

under schedule A. According to this schedule: a monthly employment income of birr 25 and 

below is exempted from paying income tax, monthly employment income above 25 birr but 

not exceeding 750 birr was divided into income brackets and charged personal income tax at 

specific rates, while employment incomes above birr 750 per month wer subjected to ad 

valorem rates. 

However, the income tax amendment proclamation 0. 1 ~ 5 of 1978 r suited in 

major changes in the personal income tax . The main chang s included: the exemption limit 
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was raised to birr 50 per month (inst a birr 25 in th ormer 10\ ) wr m 

marginal (thus eliminating cau s of r r s i orm 

progressive and they ranged from 10% ( n m nthl 

birr 50 to 250) to 85% (on monthly mploym nt inc 

this law provided incentives for the developm nt 0 co-

m mor 

n 

In bi rr 3 50). r, 

ci ti s. Th s inc1u 

exemptions from payment of income tax by m mbers of urban co- ho monthl y 

income does not exceed birr 500, while the monthly income berwe n 501 - 00, 01 - 00, 

90 1-1200 and above 1200 birr were charged 24 birr, 40 birr, 70 birr accor inc to schedule 

of the proclamation, respectively. 

The transitional government of Ethiopia replaced the amendments mad in 1976 and 

1978 by proclamation NoJO of 1992. The main features of this law ar that: monthly income 

of up to birr 105 is exempted from paying personal income tax, and the rates were generally 

revised downwards. 

Finally, the above proclamation was repealed by proclamation No.1 07 of 1994. The 

latter proclamation provided exemption to monthly incomes of up to birr 120 and the rate 

applied on upper incomes was lowered from 50 to 40%. 

Personal income taxation in Ethiopia, Lm lik in most LDCs, doesn' t contain any 

provision for exemptions on the basis of marital status, and doesn't provide any allowance 

fo r dependent children. The tax is calculated on gross income , and is collected on " pay-as-

you earn" basis. 

B. Rental income 

This tax when initially introduced by d cree N .19 of 1956 cov r d income from the 

rent of land and buildings used for non-agricultural purposes, but by proc lamation 0 173 of 

1961 , it was extended to apply to all kinds of land and buildings and to include incom from 
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crop-sharing arrangem nts betw n Ian e rs l n s 

structure of the law that was pass d in 1 5 

income of 36 1-960 to 16% on annual t bl Inc m 

proclamation l o. 173 of 196 1 incr as d the numb r 0 incom br 

made a slight upward revision of th rate. Th rat s in b lh 0 

, 1 

nt 

lor m 

and a surt~'< of 10% was charged on any part 0 incom in xc s of bi rr 30,000 accer mg 0 

the later law. 

The above laws were repealed by proclam ti n 0.255 of 19 7 and it ub quent 

amendment No. 155 of 1978. The former law introduc d di ffe r nt rat s fo r incorporated 

bodies, the rate being 20% of annual taxable income; and fo r person it app lied specific rates 

to annual incomes of up to birr 9600 and ad valor m rate to annual taxable income above birr 

9600. The rates were applied after dividing incomes into several brack ts. Th amendment 

proclamation No .155 of 1978 changed only the rate of tax on persons. The rate of this t~'< 

was similar to that app lied to business profit tax (schedule c). Accordingly, the rat is totally 

ad valorem and the rate varied from 11 % to 89%. Iso annual taxab le income of up to birr 

1200 was exempted from paying this tax. 

The law currently in operation and which r peJled the above laws is proclamation 

No. 62 of 1993. This law raised the tax on incorporated bodies to 35% fro m 20% of annual 

taxable income. Re lating to tax on persons the number of income bracket fo r this tax was 

lowered to only four and the rates were also lowered. 

C. Business and profit tax 

C-l: Corpora te income tax 

As mentioned earlier, schedule c of the 1967 law wa applied to income from 

businesses and from professional and vocational occupations. ccording t the proclamation 

No.60 of 1944 the tax rate varies for trader , r tailers and [i r premi and und ry 
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establishments. And wi th in thes cat gori it 

of each category. This proclamation 

according to which the amount of ta.x pa 

les 

their grades. This law identified about 6 group 0 

7 grades depending on the amount of tax th y ar r 

decree No. 19 of 1956. 

on ub-

0.10 0 I 

h i ity into 

s re e Ie b 

Under the decree 1 o. 19 of 1956 distinctions wer made between the rate of tax on 

incorporated bodies (bodies) and on unincorporated (persons). The rat on incorporat d 

bodies was 15% of taxable income. The rate on persons was as follows: annuaJ ta.'<.able 

income of up to birr 360 was exempted, the rate fo r ta.xable annual income of above birr 360 

varied from ad valorem rate of 9% to 15% on annual ta.xable income of birr 36 1-480 to 

above birr 15,000 respectively. This law was amended by proclamation 0.173 of 196 1. 

The law raised the rate on bodies to 16% of annuaJ ta.xable income; and appl ied both specific 

rate and ad valorem rate on persons. On persons it applied specific rate on annual ta'(able 

income of up to birr 9000 and applied ad valorem rate on the annual taxable income 

exceeding birr 9000. The maximum ad valorem rate was 16% on annual taxable income 

above birr 15,000. Also a surta.'<. of 10% was payab le on income in excess of bi rr 30,000. 

The latter law was also amended by proclamation '0.255 of 1967. 

According to proclamation No. 255 of 1967 the rate on bodies was raised to 20% of 

ta.'<.able incomes. Relating to the rate on persons, like in the case of the fo nner law, both 

specific and ad valorem rates were applied but the ad valorem rate was r vised upward in the 

latter law. That is the ad valorem rate became more progressive and income brackets fo r till 

rate increased from 8 in the previous law to 13. The upper ad valorem rate was 20% on 

taxable annual income of above birr 27000. The onl y change in specific rate was that the 

fo rmerly exempted ta.'(able annual income of up to birr 360 was also made to pay taxes . 
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Some elements of this sch dul 

included a provision for raising the income I 

re Ign to rtf t or 

hi h Uf 

implies the commitment of a certa.in minimum funds an pro ISlon 

payment of income tax (i.e. tax holiday), in d ilion to th imp rt u 

below. 

am 

The 1967 proclamation was am nd d by the d r 
·0.15- of 19 proclam tion 

and the new law was relatively more progre sive becaus of th limination of the old 

regressive features and the introduction of marginal rates. s a result of this 1 7 mcome 

tax reform, this ta;'( category has undergone a major chang comparable to that of 

employment tax. like the previous law a di stinction is made between organization (any 

government or privately owned juridical person or a sociation that carries out busin ss 

activity excluding cooperative society) and persons. The organizations were required to pay 

50% of their taxable income as compared to 20% in the fo rmer law. The rates on persons 

were made higher and much more progressive, ranging fro m 10% fo r taxable armual income 

of up to birr 300 per armum to 89% for incomes exceeding birr 36,000 . The law changed 

most of the rates on persons to ad valorem rate. Under this law, inc mes which have 

formerly been exempted have been made to pay taxes These include tax s on incomes fro m 

dividends to share holders at a rate of25% of the income, on incomes from chance winnings 

and lottery at a rate of 10% of the income,on incomes fro m royalties at a rate of -+0% of the 

income and incomes derived from services rendered abroad at a rate of 10%. 

As in the case of income tax on employment, no personal alloy ances fo r special 

circumstances were granted and there were no backward or fo rward carrying fo r 

losses,except in public enterprises.Expenses incurred in earning income and depreciation of 

fixed assets were deducted from gross income to arrive at the taxable income. 

The 1978 decree was amended by special d cre 0.18 of 1990 . The di tingui hing 

features of this law were : it made changes only in rates of the tax on persons; it ex mpt d 
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annual taxable income of up to birr 300 om p In th 

valorem rate; and downward movem nt i pie 

the maximum rate was lowered to 59% of tax ble ann In om 

from reducing income tax brackets, the d r e imp d 10% in orne n I I en 

share holders, down from 25% under forme r I ws. 

The above law was repealed by the proclamati on o. 10 0 I 4 an endm nt 

proclamation No. 26 of 1996, which are currently in op r tion. In the 1 94 proclamalion the 

rate on incorporated bodies was lowered to 40% from 50% in the fo rmer lav ; on per ons, 

annual taxable income of up to birr 1200 was ex rnpt d; and the maximum rat was lowered 

to 40% from 59% in former law. That is the tax is generally lower. This law, relating lO 

incorporated bodies, was amended by proclamation o. 26 of 1996. The law lowered the 

rate of this tax from 40% to 35% of taxable income. 

C-2: Other Business Taxes 

This mainly includes tax on income from mining and capital gains. 

a.Tax on income from mining activities : 

Minina income ta,x was first introduced by proclamation 0.53 of 1993 . According 
o 

to the law the ta,,( rates were 45% for large scale mining and 35% for small cale mining. 

This law was amended by proclamation 0.23 of 1996. According to the am ndment tax 

rates are 35% of the taxable income for both large scale and small seal mining licence. 

b. Capital gains Tax: 

This type of tax was introduced by proclamation 0.5 of 199" and it imp ed 



capital gains tax on shares, bonds, and urban hou es. Th i 30 pe r or 0 

gains realized and no amendment has b n m sin o the I v. Thi I \ 

exempts aggregate annual gains of less than birr 10 000 fr m p in this 

D.Agricultural Income Tax 

The tax on agricultural income was first introduc d in 1 67 ,by proclamation 

No.25 51l967. It was incorporated as schedule 0 of the income tax proclamation 0 196 

According to the law taxable income is gross income I ss various exp nses 0 tax pa ers 

such as other tax payments, rents and production expens s. The rat s wer di ffe r nt fo r 

bodies and persons. The rate fo r bodies was 20% of their annual taxable income. The rate 

structure on persons was both specific and ad valor m. The rate was sp cific on ta,xabl 

annual incomes of up to 9000, and ad valorem rateS applied on annual taxable incomes 

exceeding birr 9000. Both rates were applied after dividing the taxable income into several 

brackets. The ad valorem rates varied from 10% to 20% for ta,'(able income brack ts of birr 

9001-9600 to taxable income brackets of over birr 27,000. 

Moreover, the law provided for local assessment committees to assess agricultural 

income, after having taken into account the harvest, the types of crops and produce. The 

assessment holds for five consecutive years. The law operated until 1976 and it was replaced 

by proclamation No.77 of 1976 (the rural land use fee and agricultural activities income ta,,( 

reform) and subsequent amendments by proclamation 0.152 of \ 978 , which brought about 

a major change in the rate structure. 

The 1976 law made the agricultural income ta,'( structure more progressive and 

reduced the number of taxable income brackets. The change brought by this law in relation 

to agricultural income tax relates only to tax on persons. The ubsequent am ndment of 

1978 was even more progressive in comparison to the old law. In general the tv 0 

proclamations were aimed at changing the income ta'( StnlCtur I vied on agricultural 
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activities. Accordingly, they imposed rural land us [ 

activity . The latter law is currently in op ralion in mo t r 

individual farmers and agricultural producer co- per ti 

to pay 10 birr, and the tax rates on every addition lin om 

income above 36,000 birr. 

on in 

Ulres 

ng u 0 birr 

ary om 10% to % or 

Relating to this ta,,{ Oromia regional state has promul at proclam tion o. 0 

1995, which revised agricultural income tax rat S sch dule and rural land us f er 

proclamations No.77 of 1976 and No. 152 of 1978. ccording to thi s law tate farm shal l 

pay 40% of the taxable income it realizes from its agricultural activitie. thers (agricultural 

producers other than state farms) are subject to a tax of birr 15 on annual taxable income of 

up to birr 1200, and the rates vary from 5% to 40% on annual ta,'{able income of abo e birr 

1200 divided in to five taxable income brackets. 

2.1.1.2. Land Use Tax 

In earlier periods, in most cases, the law ( the rates) fo r this ta,'{ was not uniform, 

distinctions were made between measured and unmeasured land, and between different 

regions of the country because of the very complex traditional methods of paying tax and the 

existence of differences in traditional units of measuring land in various rovinc s. 

According to proclamation No.8 of 1942 the tax rate varies depending on the fe rtility 

of the land. Accordingly on fertile, semi-fertile, and poor land a ta,,{ of 15 , 10 and 5 birr per 

Gasha had to be paid. The 1942 law was amended by proclamation 0.70 of 1944 and 

subsequently by amendment proclamation 0. 11 7 of 1951. Both laws revised the land tax 

rate based on fertility. For this purpose the law used the clas ificat ion of land in to gabar 

measured land and rist land , and unmeasured gabar land and rist land. 
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The 1942 law was amended in 1944 to 0 er tith 

law the landowners were required to pay tax inst a 0 

35, birr 30, and birr 10 on fertile , semj- fenil an p r I 

required land tax to be paid based on fertility and it w 

Thus it seems to have been enacted on grounds 0 

o the 1 

bi rr 

,thi I w 

Ion. 

Ity to 

generate stable revenue. However, as official respon ibl or th s ssm nl 0 harv 

were the village chiefs, they were easily corruptible by th land lor . [n Ilton. n 

though the intention of the law was that the tax be paj by th landlor s, ther IS idenc 

that the landlords were able to sluft the burd n of the tax to the p or p asants. n th 

grounds of equity, revenue generation and its incentive effects, the law was condemned by 

analysts (Taye, 1968; and Eshetu, 1968). As a result the tax in lieu of tithe was r placed by 

tax on agricultural income in 1967. 

In 1947 the education tax, and in 1958 the health tax. wer imroduc d as additional 

taxes related to land ownership. The education t~'C was based on rural land ownersillp and it 

was introduced for the purpose of financing elementary education in the provinces the tax 

was collected. The base of tills t~'C was later extended to include urban land ovvnersillp and 

personal incomes. Similarly the health t~'C was based on rural land ownership.( he rates were 

the same as the education tax) and was introduced to fmance health services in the 

respective provinces of the tax co llection. Also there was a kind of tax called cattle tax 

which, however, was negligible. 

The 1976 land reform, which resulted in the nationalization of rural lands, eliminated 

all taxes related to land ownersillp. That is, it abolished land tax, education t~'C. and health 

tax.Therefore,due to the nationalization of land, the agricultural income ta'C proclamation 

No .255 of 1967 was repealed by proclamations 1 o. 77 of 1976 and .1-2 of 1978 . 

According to this law, which has been in operation up to now, the land tax i paid in the form 

of "rural land use fee" . The law requires individual farmers, who is not member of produc r 

cooperatives, members of producer co-operatives, and go mm nts agricultural 
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organizations to pay a land use fee 0 f birr 10 5 2 r he per 

In almost all regional states of the country, exc pt roml , pr . 152 0 

1978 is still in operation. According to th pro lamation o. of 1 5 0 

farming enterprises shall pay birr 15 for each h ctare 0 their Ian h lings er annum , v hil 

annual land rent payable by a farmer shall be birr 10 for the first hectar and birr . ~ or ach 

extra half hectare of land. 

2.1.2. Indirect Taxes 

2.1.2.1 Foreign Trade Taxation 

The foreign trade tax refers to various ta,xes imposed di rectly on the ac ti ities of 

imports and exports of goods and services. It is, therefo re, divided into two main 

parts:import ta,-xes and export taxes. Modem fore ign trade ta,-xation start d with the 

introduction of the customs and export duties proclamation in 1943. The law was modified 

and revised subsequently on several occasions. Since then fo reign trude tax, more 

imponantly import ta,-x, has played a key role in the revenue structure of the country. 

A.lmport Duties 

Because custom tariffs are very diverse and cover a large number of commodities, 

attempts will be made to only give the salient features of the tari ff structure and describe the 

major changes in the tariff structure. 

Accordina to custom duties amendment by legal notic 
o 

o . ., 4 of 19 9 th 

schedules and commodities were classified according to (a) the tandar int mational trad 
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classification (S.l. T C) of the ru·ted t· . . 1 . Ions t tl tl 0 

Nomenclature (BTN) of the customs corp ration oun il. 

In the law of 1969, 77 articles und r th orm r I v 

rates of 15% on cotton products and on som metal manu 

n lor m 

s. 

soups manufactured from meat and other r lat d item w r orh intro u ion 

of this law most of the items were taxed at speci fic rat ; the main contribution 0 the 1 

amendment was, therefore, to change most of the specific rat S to a alor m on s. 

Among the measures taken by the military governm nt in 1976 w the USlOms 

duties reform. The main features of the reform included: the classifi ati ons of commodities 

and schedules according to B.T.N and S.LI. C., the schedules includ d both sp cific and ad 

valorem rates; the tariff rates varied fro m 5% on some necessity good to a maximum of 

125% on goods considered luxuries. The reform also provided x mptions to me capi al 

goods, such as imports of agricultural and industrial machinery, imp! ment nd spare parts. 

Other items that were given duty free privilege included goods such as D rtilizers, cherrlicals 

used in hospitals and similar institutions, goods imported by or fo r the r ligious body. goods 

for laboratory and scientific use, some spare parts of aircraft and railways. etc. 

The 1976 proclamation also introduced quanti tative restric ion on im p rts and total 

prohibition of importation of some goods. Quantitative restrictions were impo ed on goods 

such as foodstuffs , general merchandise, building materials, stationary mat rial , In estment 

goods, textiles and their components. The quota system was u ed to prot ct domestic 

industries and as a solution to the serious problem of shortage of fo reign exchang . 

The tax rates on jewellery, ivory, bone, ornament and wo rk d vegetab les or mineral , 

carving materials and articles of these materi als were rai ed fr m 100% to 200% b th 

1979 amendment (i.e. regulation No. 68).The rate on vehicl e p ciall n hi Ie vith th 

maximum horse power, was raised to a maximum of 2'"'0% in 19 o. Thi \i a d igne 
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mainly to discourage luxury goods. 

As part of the economic refonn program stru tur w 

after the devaluation of the birr in 1992. R gul ti n . 42 0 I en 

amendment was replaced by customs tariff regul ti n 0.1 __ of I the 

duty rates which previously ranged from 5%-_30% t 5%- 0%, an mo l 0 

specific rates to ad valorem. This refonn also pro id d some x mption lO or aruzalions, 

persons and public bodies, diplomats and consular, church s and r I t r Ii 

tourists, gifts and donations. Most other commoditi s, which pr viou I el 

imported according to the law of 1976, were taxed at lower rates ranging from 5%-1 ~%. Th 

previously quantitatively restricted goods are now pennitted entry aft r paying the n ces ary 

import tariff. 

Finally regulation No. 122 of 1993 was amended by r gulation No .2 of 1996. nder 

this regulation the number of free items increased, the highest duty rate, 80% in forme r 

regulations levied on 410 items, was reduced to 60%, thus reducing dispersion rates 

significantly. 

B.Excise Tax 

Excise taxes on imports and domestic products were imposed on few selected 

products ( mostly on products that are considered luxury or products that are not necessity or 

products that have high inelasticity of demand) and are mai nly designed to raise revenue. 

An excise tax on imported alcohol was introduced in 1943 and it was ta-xed at mor 

or less the same rate as domestically produced alcohol but in som cas s th rates on 

domestic production was slightly lower. A motor fue l tax was impo d fi y ar lat r. The 

tax was levied on imported and locally manufactured petrol urn pr duct , wi th ome 

exceptions . Salt tax was introduced in 1954 to apply to imported a \ II 
r duc d 
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mined or collected salt. ext to this a pro lam ti n on x 

locally manufactured sugar, cotton yam and t 

197 1 excise tax covered only seven produ t 

twelve products. The products liable to this tax ar 

tobacco products, alcohol and alcoholic bevera s 

drinks and foot wear, iron and steel rods, bars and 

and matches.The rates under this law are specific xc pt thos 

pro lions 

improve this tax system in different periods. These includ s proclamations (amen m nts) 

No. 285 of 1971 ,No.3 14 of 1973, 0.1140f I977, 0. 1620fI97 , nd 0. 1600f19 9. 

The amendments of 1978 changed some specific rates to ad valor m rar s wi th out making 

any change in their coverage. 

These old laws were amended by proclamations No. 68 and 1-2 of 1993. 

Proclamations No.68 changed most of the previous speci fic rat s to ad valor m on s, and 

the rates of excise ta.'\:es on domestic production and on imports were k pt the same. Under 

regulation No.122 of 1993, all excise tax rates ar changed to ad valorem and the law 

widened the coverage from the previous twelve items to 117 items by including ra ios, 

machines, video, television se ts , passenger cars, etc, which are considered luxuries by the 

law. 

C.Transaction Tax 

As distinct from excise taxes, transaction ta.'\:es are levied on the sales of wide rang 

of goods. Thus it is among the most important in the category of indLr ct t x . [t v as 

introduced in 1954 and several subsequent changes were mad in lat r ars. By 

proclamation No.1 43 of 1954 a transaction tax of 10% and 2% of th value of im ort d 

goods and of exported goods were levied respecti vely. This law w amend d b decr 

0. 17 of 1956, according to which transaction ta'\: rat S on imp rt d g od ,on xp rt 
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goods and on locally manufactured goods wer tt l % 

sale price respectively. This law was am nd d b 

introduced a turnover tax on the sale of movabl go s s 

tax on construction set at 2% of the cost of con truction. 

.205 o ' I 

1% 0 h ir gross 

Amendment of this law was made by many proclarn lio , lfl lu ing pro I 

No.254 of 1967 and NoJ07 of 1972. According to th 1972 I 1m go s r In 

general liable to a transaction tax of 15% bas d on th ir val u as 

Exemptions were also provided for some sales. 

b cu tom . 

Another important amendment was made in may 1979(pro larnation l 0.15 0 

1979). This law, which was in operation up to the late 1980s, impos d the xist nce of three 

separate transaction taxes. These are 7% ad valorem tax on domestically manufacrure 

goods (except pharmaceutical items which were charged at 5%) compar d to 5% in pr ious 

years, and 18% ad valorem tax rate on imported boods, and ad valo r m tax of 2% on 

exported goods. Exemptions were also given to many products.The tax base ,fo r locall 

manufactured goods was the gross amount received from sale by manufactur rS;\i rule it was 

the value of import and export for the imported and exported goods resp ctively. 

In 1990 a new sales ta.'( law, which brought transaction tax, turnover ta'( and xClse 

taxes together was passed. The proclamation was issued by the govemment in order to 

consolidate the many and scattered indirect ta.xes, to make tax administration more simple 

and efficient, and to widen the coverage.According to this law all the pre ious proclamations 

and amendments regarding sales, transaction, turnover and excise taxes er rep laced by thi 

sales t2..,( law and are now consolidated in to a single tax system. ccor ing to thi I \ th 

base of taxation is the price on which the customs duty is assessed and th r te of thi ta.x is 

24% ad valorem rate. 
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D.Export Tax 

Although in Ethiopia, the export tari ff is ntir Iy lCt t b nu co 

its ro le in revenue Structure is insigni ficant as v v ill 

on a small number of commodities and they are si mpl , om pared to the im 

main source of export duties revenue is exports of coff! , follow d b e p rt 0 

skins. Others include taxes levied on the export of li ve animal (mainJy cattl ), i 

chat, bees wax,butter,and leopard skins. 

er 11 ns, 

o , Cl e , 

Also a sur tax,first introduced in 1964, is levied on the exp rt 0 cof e,export of 

sugar and cotton seeds at their FOB price. More over ,cess tlL,{ i I vied on co 

As mentioned earlier, all exported goods are also subjected to a 2% transaction ta'{ . 

xports. 

Currently all export taxes levied on goods other than coffee are no long r functio nal. 

This reform measure was taken to encourage the export sector and to increas participation 

in world trade. The coffee export tlL,{ is used as a means of gen rating r enue for the 

government, particularly when the world price of coffee rises. 

2.1.2.2 Domestic Indirect Taxation 

Indirect taxes, particularly domestic indirect taxes, are those tax s the burden of 

which can be shifted from the legal tlL'{ payer to others (mostly to consumers) through the 

price of goods and services. In Ethiopia this tax is characterized by a gr at multiplicity of 

types and rates , which poses great burden on its administration. 1h major comp n nts of 

domestic indirect taxes are excise taxes and transaction taxes on dom tic products, turno r 

taxes and sales taxes. The law relating to this tax in its broad and compr h nsi e n e wa 

introduced in 1943 and has undergone a number of change inc th n. r f 

indirect ta.'( rates were specific. 
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Excise tax 

The base of this tax is locally produ d be 

industrialization, excise tax: revenue comes from a fi w I ct omm 

commodities liable to excise taxes were twelve in numb r and in this I 

were specific. Proclamation No.68 of 1993 changed most of sp ci IC r t 

e 0 limi 

I Ie . to 

mos 0 th ra 

in lh orm r I 

to ad valorem, and made the rates of excise tax on dom stic production and imp rts the 

same. 

Transaction tax 

According to principal legislation of 1963 ( proclamation 0.17/1963) transaction 

tax had four components. These are the transaction tax on locally manufacture goods, 

transaction tax on imports and exports, tum over tlLx, and the transaction tax on construction. 

In the law, with the exception of pharmaceutical items which are taxed at a rate of 5%, 

domestically manufactured goods were subject to 7% ad valorem rate. The base 0 this tlLX is 

sale of manufacturers. 

Turn over tax 

Proclamation No.254 of 1967 amended the tax rate on turnover. Turnover tlLX is 

imposed on every sale at all stages of production and distribution irr specti e of their origin. 

It is levied at ad valorem tlLX rate of 2% on the sale of all good In thiopia with the 

exception of certain commodities for wruch the rate is 4% or 6%. In 19 0 a n w al tax 

proclamation was issued by proclamation No. 16/1990. The objective wa to con lidat th 

many scattered indirect taxes, to make tlLX administration more imple and fic i nt, and t 

widen the coverage. This law, therefore, repealed all pr iou pr lam ti n and 
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amendments relating to transaction t"'x tum u, , over t x 

into a single ta,,( system. The tax rate on d goo s pro u e 

12% and 10% respectively. The computation of th is tax is b 

and service charge. 

on ellin pnc 

The above law was amended by proclamation 0.122/ \ ", v hi h is lifT ml In 

operation. The rate of this ta,,( is 12% ad valorem on good so ld 10 all ; v h.il iii 0% n 

services such as telecommunication, laundry, garage and conrractors. [n h.is c t go o 

service, however, the tax rate on tax payers whose daily incom is berwe n 25 an ~o birr is 

5%. That is the service tax rate of 10% applies to those whose daily income is bo e birr ~o. 

Moreover the law exempts those tax payers whose dai ly income is up to bi rr 25 from paying 

the sales tax. 

Sales Of Stamps and Stamp Duty 

The last and the least significant category of indirect ta,,{ is sales of stamp and stamp 

duties. The statutory bases for stamp duty before 1974 were proclamation I oAI of 1943 and 

Decree I 0.26 of 1957. The law requires an obligatory use of stamped paper and payment of 

stamp duty for a variety of instmments such as bills of exchange, peti tion an appl ications to 

government offices, contracts,various agreements,etc. It is insignjficant as a ourc 0 

revenue. 

To conclude this description of the tax system of Eth.iopia, the following points could 

be noted. The tax system and structure of the country has undergone constant changes and 

amendments overtime. With respect to Direct taxation, income tax laws befo r the 0 rg 

regime first imposed taxes on personal and business incomes, later on rental income and on 

income from agricultural activities. During the Derg regime, the income taJ ba v as 

broadened by incorporating income form dividends to share hold r , chance innIng and 

lottery, royalties and service rendered from abroad. fie r the Derg r gime th lncom lax 
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base was broadened by adding the mining incom and o me 

other components of direct tax the earl' 1 d ler an tax s st m b ion 

No.77 of 1976 and replaced by land use fee and tax on 

Relating to the development of indirect tax s th ollowing pints \ ill be n t . 

Excise taxes were first levied on tobacco and alcoh l' d o IC pro u ts un r lob 0 r gi 

alcohol excise tax. Excise tax coverage was widened by 1 ing the tax on omer pro u lS, 

such as footwear, coal, petroleum etc., in the latter dec de . In O,m s att r an 

multiple taxes were consolidated into a general sales tax. imp rtant f atur garag , 

laundry, etc., sales tax. This further broadened the tax base and wid ned m neutral ity 0 the 

tax system by bringing the service sector in to the tax net. 

2.2 ANALYSIS OF TAX STRUCTURE 

2.2.1 Relationship Between Tax Structure and Stages of Development: Theorie and 

Evidence From Developing Countries 

The analysis of the structure of taxation and its relationship to the 1 el of 

development helps to see whether the various characteristics of LDCs aB ct the way in 

which taxes can be raised. The main distinguishing features of LDCs i th importanc of the 

traditional sector. Transactions within the sector are hard to observe and ar , therefo re, hard 

to tax. 

The relationships between the" level of development" and the structur of ta,xation 

were examined by Hinrichs (1966) and Musgrave (1969). Since then there ha e b n a large 

number of studies which have concentrated on international compari ons of " tax capacity' 

and" effort" carried out primarily by staff members of the IMF fi cal 0 partrn nt ( Lotz 

and Morss, 1967; Bahl, 1971 ; Chelliah, Baas and Kelly, 1975; and Tait, ratz and 

Echengreen, 1979). 
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Both Hinrichs and Musgrave, using intemation I 

that the scarcity of simple ways of collecting r 

administrative capabilities characterize the early st g o 

revenue collection. However, this limitation will b com 

develops. Based on the work of Hinrichs, Goode comm nt 

stages of development and tax structure by saying that " countries t nd to m e in th 

course of development from an early period in which th rat io 0 to in ir [ 

revenue is high through stages in which indirect taxation becom s m r Importan[ an 

finally to a stage in which direct taxes are again dominant ' (Go d , 19 4: ). This 

relationship emerges results from the availability of tax bases or tax hand I an th 

administrative capacity. 

Hinrichs proposed a four-fold classification to describe the patt m of change in 

structure during development: traditional; transitional; adoption of new means of a'Xatlon 

and modem. In what follows, we consider each of these stages in tum. 

(a) Traditional stage: Traditional societies derive government revenue primarily om a 

combination of" traditional direct taxes" in the form of ta'Xes on land, ivestock, agricu ltural 

out put, and water rights; poll taxes; and non-ta'X revenues. 

(b) Transition: This stage marks a " breakaway" from the traditional stage . . t [his stage the 

above sources diminish in importance compared with indirect tax s. That is, indir ct 

taxation becomes more important. In particular trade taxes dominate d pending on the 

degree of' openness" of the economy.Here the forei gn trade sector provides a convenienr 

handles as it is possible to monitor flows of goods and also because in a dualistic framewo rk, 

the degree of monetization is likely to be high in such acti vi ties. 

(c)" Adoption" of new: As development proceeds, which resu lt In Incr a s In 

monetization, domestic production and the volume of internal tran acti ns, of 

revenue from internal indirect ta'Xes will rise. The domestic indir ct ta'X uch as :<CI 

sales and transaction taxes and profits of government enterprises b om imp rtanl . 
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(d)Modern stage: Here modem direct tax 

and less elastic than that of foreign trade tax 

modem direct taxes grow while the indirect tax 

modem direct tax includes the taxation of net in om 0 in i bu ine 

Thus the classification suggests that the tructural mo h be n 

agriculture, to foreign trade, to consumption, and to in om . Hinri hs h 

unavoidability of exception to this argument. That is th pan rn es ri b oesn' 

necessarily mean that all countries will fo llow this s quenc al ays. 

The generalizations made by Hinrichs and Musgrave r garding a x stru rur \i er 

tested statistically in the 1980s with the data from more than 100 n n-m j r oil produ ing 

countries. The data on the composition of central government r enu fo r th s counni s 

suggested that: (a)the contribution of taxes on international trad and transa tions is 

inversely related to the level of income and the degree of industrialisation;(b) [n I as t 

developed countries tCL'(es on income and profits contribute the mall st perc nta of 

revenues; (c) The degree of reliance on domestic ta'(es on goods and rv ic s is great st in 

the semi-industrial countries; (d) tCL'(es on income and profits are distinctly more important in 

industrial countries (Goode, 1984). 

2.2.2. The Levels, Composition and Structure of Ethiopian 

Government Tax Revenue 

In this section we examine the level of tax revenue, contribution of tCLX r enue to 

total government revenue as well as the structure of tCLX revenue and compo ition of the ax 

system. The growth rate of total and individual tCLX is also consid r d. For thj purp v e 

will use the figures in table 2.1. 
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As shown in table 2. 1, the total revenue tOt.l t i( r 

during the period are 14.06,10.5,and 3.4% r sp cti I 

ratios during each decade and each regime fo r th p ri un 

table. During the 1960s, 1970s, 1980s and 1990s th to I r 

18.2 and 14.12; for total tax revenue the ratios have b n .1 I 1 . _ I .1 

for non tax revenue l.5 , 2.06, 5.01 and 3.9. The ratio fo r th thr e r enu 

in th 

.6, I 

10.0 %, 

high 

the 1980s and during the Derg regime. This ratio is lowest uring lh lransi ion an to 

improve after 1992. In general, the revenue ratio is sirru lar to that of man oth r LO 

One can also observe the revenue ratios ratio fo r individual tax s from the [ bl . 

The ratio for direct tax was increasing up to 1990 but declined during th 1990s, mainl 

due to the poor economic performance between 19990-92 and downward r ision of [he 

rates of many components of the tax. The ratio for indirect tax increased onl y up to 19 0 

and has been declining since the 1980s. From the two component of indirect ta'{, omestl 

indirect tax had the highest ratio up to 1980s while after 1980s the fo r ign trade x ratio 

was higher. Comparisons of the ratios for direct and indirect tax revenue ind ica[ hat the 

ratio is highest for total indirect tax through out the period. 

The average annual growth rate of non-ta,,{ revenue as a shar of GOP as 0. __ , 

11.1, 6.9, and 6.1 % during the 1960s, 1970s, 1980s and 1990s respectively. The ",rovvth 

rate in non-tax revenue in the 1970s was highest due to emergence of new sources of 

revenues for the government, which resulted from the nationalization of private pr p rty 

and enterprises and their consequent operation under government ownership. 

Overall, the revenue GDP ratio for the three types of governm nt r v nu \i as 

increasing up to the end of the 1980s, being highest is the 1980 . The r nue 0 P ratio 

was 18 .17%, 13 .16% and 5.01 percent for total revenue, fo r total tax re enu an D r non

tax revenue respectively. The ratios are lower for the period starti ng 1990, but h b n 

increasing since 1992. 
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The pattern of movement in the rev nue 

explained by a number of factors. These are: (a) th 

and gradual rise in nominal per capita income; and b) 

in. fiscal policy as well as associated changes in the omp it i n 0 

tax revenue 
t I r nue 

tx: 
p 

In relation to the first factor the contribution 0 agri ultur 0 OP lin om 0 

to 40% between 1960/61 and 1989/90. on the other hand duri ng th sam perio th shar of 

industry and services showed a gradual rise. Ther for chang s in the strucrur of th 

economy played a role in effecting the ratio . 

As regards the second factor we have briefly discussed the tax poli cy chang s th t 

took place during the period under review. The detailed empLrical study of th ir impac is 

presented in chapter foUf. Since the overall change of the r venue GO P ratio is accom ani d 

and or explained by changes in composition of total revenue and ta,,( r enue, w xamme 

the latter change in what follows. Table 2.1 illustrates . 

The composition oftCL,( revenue is dominated by indirect tax~s . which on he averag , 

contributed 67% throughout the period under review. However while the har of di r ct tax: 

in total tax revenue is on an increasing trend, that of indi rect tax is on a ecr a ing tr nd. 

The share of direct tax revenue in total ta,,( revenue was 24.4, 28.2, 40.9 and 36.5 while tha 

of indirect tax was 75 .6, 71 .8, 59.1 and 64.5% during the 1960s, 1970s, 1980s and 1990s 

respectively. 

From the components of direct tax, business profi t tax i the m t imp nant 

fo llowed by personal income ta,,(. During the period under review th ra", c ntribution 

of business profit ta,,(, personal income tax, agricultural tax and other Ir t ta,'( t tot I tm< 

18 '" 122 4 ~ and 037 percent respecti vely. The implicati n f thi i that revenue was . j, ., . .J • 

apart from the first three components, other components f dire t t x ar in ignifi ant in 

contributing to total tax revenue. 
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b 

Within the indirect tax, t~'{ on international tra omri but m r th om S I 

indirect tax even though the difference is not very large. 

and tm<ation of international trade respective ly contribute 2.4 

revenue during the period under review. Within the int rn tional tr 

constitutes about 81 .1 % of the total during the period on th 

has increased in recent years. 

Hon 

x 

this ontribution 

Examination of the role and structure of non- tax revenu sugg ts th t it contribute 

20.8% of total revenue through out the period under review. Thi shar i push d up by the 

higher shares in the 1980s and 1990s, the shares being 27.4 and 28 .02% or th 0 p riod 

respectively. From the components of the non-tax revenues the large t shar is ontri bure 

by revenue from surpluses, capital charges and interest,which on the a rage contribured 

48.4% of total non-tax revenues. The average contribution for the period is push d down b 

lovver shares in the 1960s. 

The structure and composition of Ethiopian domestic revenue show that the aver g 

percentage contribution of t~'( revenue to total revenue ranged betwe n 72% and 4.4%, he 

average for the period being 76.2 %; while the rest, 23.8 %, was contributed by no n- rax 

revenue. Overtime the percentage contribution to total revenue by tax revenue is 4.4, 4.8 , 

72.6, and 72%; while that by non-tax revenue is 15 .6, 15.2, 27.4 and 28%, during th 1960, 

19705, 1980s, and 19905 respectively. 

Closer observation of these percentages suggests that the share of toral ta'( in rotal 

domestic revenue is declining while that of non-tm( revenue is increasing. 0 pit this facr 

tax revenue have remained the main source of government revenue in Ethi pia. 
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The larger part of Ethiopian government r 

international trade up to the end of 1970s but th ir 

However, it showed a slightly upward trend in 1990 du 

nu 

h 

th 

import tax, which resulted from the elimjnation 0 r sUi tion on 

between ta'{ation of domestic transaction and taxation of or ign will 

in chapter five . 

m 

om on 

1m . 

om 

The average percentage contribution for the two compon nts 0 or i n tfax I 

22.3 and 7.7 % for import and export tax respectively. imjlarly non-tax r nue contri u 

on the average 20.8 percent of total revenue. 

In general the structure of Ethiopian tax system discuss d in thi s cion is in lin 

with the ta'{ structure of most other developing countries. Thi sp ially relat s 0 th 

dominance of indirect tax in tax structure and the level of government re nue GD P ratio . 

which is relatively low but similar to that of many developing countries. This latter aroUID nt 

is based on the evidence that tax revenue GDP ratio fo r most LDCs lies between 10 and _0 

percent. Up to the 1970s foreign trade taxation dominated the tax srructur ,but unn " t e 

same period, followed a decreasing trend. Since the 1970s the imp rtanc of domestic 

indirect tax and that of direct tax has been increasing; willie that of for ign trade has b en 

decreasing. 

2.3. The Relationship Between Revenue and Expenditure 

In this section we examine the relationsillp between tax revenue and ex enditur with 

a view to assess the ability of the tax system to meet the revenue n ed of the country to 

undertake its expenditure programs. The discussion of tills ection i ba d n th fi gur 

table 2.2. 
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It can be seen from the table that the growth in [ x r 

growth in government expenditure (b th o recurrent and [0 he 
period under review. The table h th sows e growth rat S 

recurrent expenditure capital and t tal . , 0 expenditure to DP. er th 

on the overage tax revenue covered 67 9 ~ f 
• 0 0 recurrent expen itur 5 

expenditure. 

Table 2.3: Comparison of Tax Revenue and Expenditure (1960/6 1- 5/96) 

Total Tax Revenue , Recurrent Expendlrure Total Expcn iturc 

Growth as a%of as a% of as a% of Growth as %of a%o Growth as a% of 
Rate GDP Recurrent Total Rate GOP total Rate GOP 

expenditure expendirure expenditur 

1961 -70 12.3 8.12 81.82 68.5 8.34 9.27 69. 4 12 -1 12.0 

1971-80 13 .7 11.32 86.21 61.5 15.25 13.5 I. I .2 I 63 

1981-90 5.44 13.16 73.50 47.4 9.5 18.0 64.43 10.9 _8.21 

1991-96 16.4 10.06 66.31 42.44 8.07 15.24 64 .2 10 239 

1961-74 11.5 8.45 85.35 67.9 103 8.7 69..1 11.01 12.61 

1975-89 10.8 13.07 76.64 52.2 14.3 17.11 72.6 15.33 25.51 

1961 -90 10. 5 10.87 80jl 59.11 11.03 13.61 68. 12.6 I . 

1990-92 5.8 10. 13 58.02 4001 -6.35 I I ..12 6 .0 10.-1 _5._ 
I 

1993-96 31.2 10.51 70.45 43.7 1 18.0 1-.0 1 61.9 21 -1 2-1 . 

1961 -96 10.5 10j 73.41 54.94 13.9 14.-l3 6 9 11.6 21.3 

, 
o · SOll rc~ . Computed tram AppendiX I 

The mall1 component of government expenditure is recurr nt expenditur \ hich 

accounted on average for not less than 64% of total expenditur in every deca in [he p riod 

under review. Within recurrent expenditure the largest share is national ~ nse ex en 'rur . 

For example: its average share during the period under review is 23 .7 %. \i hi! its a erag 

share in the 1960s, 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s was 25 .1,30.3,43.51 and 22 . 3 % of oral 

recurrent expenditure respectively. The inability to match increas d xpen itur n S \ ilh 

government revenue has resulted in poor saving perfo rmance b th go emm nt an Ihe 

widening of the budget deficit. 
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In general, therefore, the examination of th r I tw go mm n r v ue 

and expenditure programs suggests that tax perforrnanc is 10 . In this onne i n it h ul be 

noted that in 

developing countries, where the need for development man IS 

that resort to some amount of deficit fmancing seems to 

discussion of this section what we can conclude is that despit 

pr mg ms 

bl Thus rom the 

substami I nue 

increase over the past few years, there has been poor saving p rfo rmanc 

concomitant rapid increase in government expenditure. 

U lO th 

Finally an important question which one has to answ r is wheth r ad quat fort has 

been made to mobilize as much revenue as the capacity could allow and thus oid he n ed or 

substantial deficit financing. The answer to such a question and whether or not ther is a 

capacity for increasing tax revenue in the future will be discussed in the next chapt r. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

3.1. Review Of Theoretical Literature 

3.1.1. Buoyancy and Built-in-Tax Elasticity 

3.1.1.1. Theoretical Framework 

The degree of responsiveness of tax revenue to changes in nation 1 incom 

IS a common measure of revenue productivity of a tax system and is consid re to 

crucial in the criteria of a tax system in both developed and d veloping countries 

(Mansfie ld, 1972; Teame, 1985). The term tax system is mostly defined as a set o lav s 

and regulations governing the process of estimation, assessment and collection of t<LX 

revenue (Ehdaie, 1990) 

The tax revenue responds to national income as a result of two facto rs (Byrne, 19 3; 

Mansfield, 1972; Osoro, 1993). These are : (a) changes in economic acti ity or the ba to 

which tax collection is related. The base, i.e. what is being tCLxed, may grow r ulting in the 

growth in tax revenue. This is the automatic response of t<LX revenue to in orne changes and is 

commonly known as the built-in-elasticity of the tax system. Thus the built-in elasticiry of a x 

system is the built-in responsiveness of its revenue yield to movem nts in nation I incom or 

GDP or some other measure of total income or output abstracting fro m th f 

discretionary tax measures (DTMs) over the period. This elasticity is ft n subdi id int a 

tax- to- base elasticity and a base- to- income elasticity. (b) Di cretionary change 

tax system. These include changes in rates and structure in olving uch chan 
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extending the tax base, introducing new and ch 

improvements in tax administration The c-. relore, re nu im 10 

to changes in tax revenue in response to ch . anges In tax rat oreh 
in general. 

The total response of tax revenue due to built-in litom ti eh g s 

measures is called the buoyancy of the tax system. For xam 1 , bu ane 

1.2% would imply that, on average, revenue from tax is gro ing t 1.2% or 

in GDP; while a built-in elasticity coefficient of 1.2% would imply that or 

s in 

d is r ion 

el n 0 

1% iner as 

in GDP, with tax laws and rates unchanged, revenue from the tax will groy by 1. % ( soro, 

1993). 

The tax system must be sufficiently elastic, both in terms of buoyanc, an built-in 

elasticity, in order to enable the government to generate high revenue yi Id. [n e eloped 

countries a high income-elastic tax system is needed mainly fo r its anti - yclical impa ; whil 

in LDCs the rate of economic development depends on the income elastici ty of the tax syst m. 

That means to mobilize a substantial portion of the add itional incom g nerated b. the 

economy, the ta,,{ system must be structured in a way that it enables the r 

increase by more than the proportionate growth in national income (Teame ,19 5). I is , b and 

large, a desirable property of a tax that its revenue growth keep pace with that of GDP with ut 

frequent discretionary changes having to be made to its rates and strucrur . Thi of cours 

requires that the tax elasticity coefficient be equal to or exceed one" (0 oro, 19 -: I 0 ). 

elastic ta,,{ structure requires that either each individual to.,,( system be income ti , or elastic 

taxes dominate in the tax structure. Such a to.,'( structure enables growth In de el pm nt 

expenditure to be financed by raising tax revenue with out increasing xisling r t or 

introducina new taxes which are politically diffic ult decisions an whi h rna 0.1 h 
b ' 

adverse effects on incentives to invest and take risks. 
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The importance of having an income elastic tax tru 

in LDCs frequent changes in tax policy are rare I impl 

studies on taxation experiences in LDCs suggests that in th 

p ' rS lO 

onc h IS 

tax policy do not generate the desired yields. This i b 

comply, and for the administration to enforce the chang s in lax 

hard for the tax payer to comply as the tax payer must I am n rul S 1m 

a change, and on the other hand enforcement is hard r as r OnTIS In 

procedure, training and means of collection. As a result, it i ar ued thal, hen he ch g S ar 

many either they are altogether abandoned or only the con nient on s ch s n or 1 e th 

administration is crippled when trying to implement all ( .Radian 1 0). [0 t 0 lhes 

problems can be solved by having a tax structure with rugh built-in el liciry. This oul 

facilitate not only the mobilization of an increasing proportion of n ti nal incom fo r 

development finance, but also it would ensure higher complianc b the tax payers as tax 

payers are more willing or less reluctant to let the government co llect rugher r enu at existing 

rates of taxation than to permit rate increases and the imposition of new tax s. 

Discretionary tax measures cannot be ruled out, however, becaus of th nee to 

improve traditional tax systems and the fact that in practice major so urc s of go errun nt 

revenue may have a low built- in elasticity. In such cases the government may k a it ionaJ 

revenue by introducing discretionary changes. Trus makes the buoyancy of th tax r nu . 

which measures the historic responsiveness of the tax revenue structur ) an imp rtant crit rion 

of tax systems in LDCs. 

3.1.1.2. Definition of The Tax Elasticity 

The discussion of this section is based on the model originally d lop b an fi Id 

(1972:37). 

ETY - I t' 'ty of total tax re enu to in Denote T = Total tax revenue ) I - e as ICI 
I 

fro m ith tax) ETjY = elasticity of ilh individual tax to incom ) Y = in om 
DP), B, = o 
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ith tax , ET; B; == elasticity of itl1 individual tax to base 

base to income. 
= ici 0 I I 

Conventionally the elasticity of total tax revenue in rei lion 0 In om 

aggregate models as a single number. This is given as fo lio s: 
IS r nt 

A tax structure contains many individual ta;'(es of diverse nature and rates such that chang 5 in 

national income affect the yield of individual taxes in a dissimilar manner. 

The elasticity of ith individual tax to income is : 

The elasticity of the ta'( system is more realistically visua ized as a weighte a rage 0 h 
~ 

sum of the elasticity of separate ta'(es. That is: 

Where i== 1, 2, ... n and, the weights are the share of individual ta'( to total tax r nue. 

b b k d wn into two elem nts: The elasticity of a tax system can e ro en 0 
th elasricity of the t 0 

. . h b t ' orne In symbols th s the base, and the elastIcIty of tease 0 mc . 
elasti i ties ar fin d as 

fo llows: 
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Elasticity of ith individual tax to base: 

£ .. B; == 6. T; X Bi 
I , 6. Bi Ti ... .. ....... .. ... ..... (-1) 

Elasticity of ith individual base to income : 

6.B Y 
Ear == 6.y' X B; .... .. .. .. .... .......... ...... .... (5) 

Therefore, the elasticity of any individual ta,,{ (equation (2)) may be d comp s into t.h 

product of the elasticity of the tax to its base, and the elasticity of the base 0 incom : 

Lastly, using (3) and (6) in a system of n ta,'{es the elasticity of total tm( r in orne 

depends on the product of the elasticity of each separate ta,'{, weighted by the importanc of h t 

tax in the total ta,,{ system. 

(Tn [(6. TII X ~X ~)}. .. ( ') 
., . T, 6. BII 6.Y 811 
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This decomposition of elasticity is very important 

sense: (a) it enables us to identify the SOurces of [ t r 

sources of lagging revenue growth; (b) it allows id nti I 

revenue that policy makers can control (mansfield 197 ro, I 

latter,for example, the tax to base component of elasti ity m be im ro 

progressive tax structure and! or by improving tax admini tr tion hi h 

component of ta.'( elasticity is partly within the control of t 

h 

of tax base is mainly determined by the way in which th structure 0 th conom as 

the economy grows and thus it is largely outside the influenc 0 t .The impli tI on 0 

this is that designing income elastic tax structure requires strong 

predicted response of tax base to income and the potential fo r an effecti 

r tion 0 b th the 

dmjni tI tion . 

3.1.2 Inappropriateness Of Traditional Methods OfEstimatin a Tax la tici ty 

From the above definition of buoyancy it follows that the buoyancy of th ta.'< r nu 

indicates the overall ability of the tax system to mobi liz financ ial r sourc s r gar I S5 of 

factors stimulating the revenue. Therefore, it is measured by the hjstoric agor gat 

responsiveness of tax revenue to GDP changes. That is tax buoyancy m ur s the 

responsiveness of tax revenue to changes in income or output with no artempt 0 control or 

changes in discretionary tax measures. The traditional way to timat th buo ancy 0 a 

particular tax,i, is from a tax model such as (Osoro, 1993: 12) : 

Ti = ai yP, ei .... ···· (8) 

Its loaarithmic transformation is: e 

I T ·=a +j3 .ln Y+U , ...... (9) n I () I 

Y = GDP and U = a stochastic di turbanc t rm. where T = tax revenue, 
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The estimates of equation (9) provide tax buoyan 
e 

double log fonn, these estimates measure the percentag r s 
ns . 

If during the period under consideration no di 

historical tax series could be used to estimate the built-in la tici 

case, which is analogous to the above definition of buoyanc th 

of the total and individual taxes can be estimated by using mod I 

In 

. the 

e. 

In practice, however, discretionary tax changes are Erequ ntl m d , In hich th 

historical tax series reflects the combined effect of the growth in incom and iscr tionary tax 

changes. Therefore, it is necessary to separate the change in tax r enue ac ount or b 

discretionary changes from the historical series in estimating the built-in I ti i 

system.Most of the studies on this subject have employed three major approache . Thes 

methods and associated problems are discussed below. 

3.1.2.1. Proportional Adjustment (PA) and constant Rate tructure( R ) 

These are the two major adjustment methods employed to eliminate discr tionary 

chanaes from historical time series data (HTSD). 
"" 

(a). Proportional adjustment Method (P A) 

This method was first used by A.R. Prest (1962) to clean revenue s ri of IS r tionary 

effects. But a comparable method was used earlier by G.S.Sahota (196 1). The 

discretionary effects involves two steps in this method: First, revenu 

discretionary changes are adjusted to the preceding-year basi by 

ob 

. . s in the respective years 0 n CLm nt, ' revenue impact of dIscretIonary measure 
pt 

. . ak ) Revenue changes b tw n an tv 0 uc first year (for whIch actual revenue IS t en . 
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years are then taken to reflect automatic wth d . . gro unng the pen on ,th 
series is further refined by applying to h b . eac 0 servatlon 

which measure the continuing revenue . f " Impact 0 diS r tl n 

"cleansed" series is developed using the following fo rmuJ .J. 
m 

T J. - T X Ti-}i-I Tn TI 
j , - i -I.) ~ ... - ' X -2 .... {I 0) 

Tj _1 T) T} 

Where Tj=the actual yield in the jth year 

Tjj= the collection of the jth year adjusted to the structur of th ith 

reference or base year, and 

T I =T-D· J- J J J 

In h 

: ISS ): 

cho n he 

where Dj is the revenue effect (positive or negative) in the jth y ar of th 

change in that year_ 

IS r [lon 

The resulting senes are taken to reflect automatic changes ill revenue r suiting fro m th 

evolution of the size and distribution oft<L'X base only. 

There are many problems associated with this method_ First, th esti mates 0 th 

revenue impact of discretionary changes are derived from annual budget spe ch s. Thes 

estimates, however, are of an ex-ante type, and ex-post revision of the ini tial timat IS nO( 

provided_ That means there are no means of checking the accuracy of the e tim tes ym 

1983) and the estimates from the budget speeches must be accepted largely in fai th . for 0 r, 

in most cases even such data is not available_ 

Secondly, this method assumes that changes in an individual tax s st m r ult Ir tl 

in an exogenous change in its tax revenue, but do not affect its own and th r In 

bases endogenously.This assumption is theoretically not supported and th 

used this method, didn't test its empirical validity (Belassa 1989; pr t 19 

Jeetun, 1978; Sury, 1985; Gillani, 1986; Lambert and uckling 19 6; an 

mention few) . 
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Thirdly, the impact of changes in th d . e egree 0 1 n r 0 

on tax revenue is not taken in to con 'd . SI erahon by this meth d. 

(b ).Constant Rate Structure( CRS) 

The CRS technique requires data on income brack ts , r t S 

information on the growth and the distributl'o f th n 0 e reported tax b 

1973; Chelliah and Sheetal 1974' and Choudhry 1 97~) 0 . " , ) . nce this dat IS 

rate-base series, which represents hypothetical . Id d Yle s un er a syst m 

unchanged during the period under review, can be constructed. Thi 

following formula: 

i=1l 

TI = I( Mi )O( BJ ......... . ·{ll) 
i=O 

vVhere 

Tt==HTSD adjusted for discretionary changes in year t 

(Yl)o==base year statutory tax rate on the ith income bracket 

n==nurnber of income brackets 

Bit==reported tax base in the ith irlcome bracket in year t. 

umed t r m in 

on using th 

The use of this method also faces a number of problems. (a) lllce the method 

incorporates only the discretionary tax changes resulting from changes in statutory tax rat , 

discretionary t<LX changes resultirlg from changes in administrative effici ncy and in tax b 

tax: credit and tax allowances are ignored. (b) The process of adju tm nt 

own-and cross-DTM indirect responses of tax revenues. ( c) Data neces 

of CRS method, particularly data on distribution of tax bases brat 

available. (d)1t is argued that the CRS method is inefficient wh r 

progressive elements and where tax bases grow at the same rat s h udh 
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To sum up "the adjusted HTSD t d" o lSCretiOnary t o ) 0 lh 
existing methods (P A and CRS) invol ve measurement rrors hi h, in 

bias in the estimate of tax 

elasticity" (Ehdaie, 1990: 8-9). 

3.1.2.2 Use of Proxies for Discretionary Tax Measure (DT I ' . 

This is the second major approach in the estimation of buil t-in t x I s ic i 

from HTSD. The two methods employed under this approach are th Dumm an 

Ion 

and Divisia Index (DI) methods, which involve using dummy variabl s and ti m tr nds 

proxy for DTMs, respectively. 

(a) Divisia Index Method 

As originally developed, this method was meant to measure th unpac of chang s in 

technology on the productivity of labour and it was first emplo ed fo r this purpo b 

Choudhry (1979). The method involves introducing time trends as a proxy fo r DT Is in the t x 

revenue and tax base functions. The procedures invo lved in this method ar (a) d ri ation of 

formula, which generates an index representing the revenue impact of 01 Is;(b)caJculation 0 

the ratio which measures the growth rate of tax revenue resulting from DIMs in t rm 0 on 

percent increase in the base. This ratio is obtained by dividing the growth rat of thi ind x b 

that of the tax base; and (c), calculation of tax elasticity is undertak n b ubtra tine thi (Lb 

above) ratio from the tax buoyancy. 

The DI method, though practically helpful, where reliable informati n on nary 

changes is not available, causes a downwards or upward bia d 
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discretionary changes produce posit' . lve or negatIve re enu 
0' r 

Lmderestimation of tax elasticity (Dr . 1 unru, 995; Choudhry ). 

(b) Dummy Variable Method 

The dummy variable method was developed by inger 19 ) an impro n b 

Chand and Wolf (1973), Khan(1973) and Artu (1974) . . s . nder this techni u , one ri ll ...... ..... " 

variable is used as a proxy for each of th d' . e IscretIOnary mea ur n 

authorities during the period under review and th t I . . . e ax e as1tclty I estim te using singl 

equation.This is presented in the following model: 

i=1l 

InT, = j3 (} + j3 j lnY, + "L.J3) D;+ U, ..... . .. .. .. . . . ...... ... ... . J 2 
;=0 

Where: 

T=tax revenue 

Yt=aggregate GDP at time t or tCL,( base 

~I=income elasticity coefficient 

~2 i=coefficient for each respective dummy 

~o=constfuJ.t 

An estimate of tax elasticity obtained by this technique will be unr liabl du to 

multicollinearity. The latter problem results from entering more than on dummy ariabl into 

the tax function and the omission of variables which could best explain mo ments in th lax 

system. The degree of multicollinearity problem greatly depends on th tim int rv I th t e. ist 

between two successive discretionary actions undertaken by fi scal authoriti s.Th m th d an 

work only if sufficiently large number of observations are avai labl fo r h tructur to th 

extent that a minimum of two observations per dummy mu t be a ailabl h tru ill 

(Chelliah and Sheetal,1974).This means, as Ehdaie( 1990) argu d, th t it 
m iri II 

impossible to get a precise and reliable estimat of tax 
u In th i 
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technique,particularly when there are frequent discretion 

review. 

3.2 Review Of Empirical Literature 

3.2 .1 Overview 

elo e 

Di on 

(1 974), and Wasylenko (1975), to mention a few. Studies on de eloping counm s in lu 

those by Sahota ((1961), Mansfield (1972), Khan (1973), Chand and wolf (19 

(1 974), Choudhry (1975), Wildford and Wildford (1978) Rao (1979) Byrne I 

(1 985), Mtatifikolo (1990) and Osoro (1992;1993). 

'While all the above studies used more or less the same method fo r s imating buo anc 

coefficients, they used various methods for the estimation of built-in elasti ity of t sy tern . 

This is because estimating built-in elasticity requires separating discretion tax mea ures 

from the Historical Time-series Data (HTSD). Thus the difference between th rudi s r i t s 

to the type of techniques they used to remove or separate the revenue impact 0 Di cr tion 

Tax Measures (DTMs) from the HTSD. These techniques include: the Proporti nal dj ustment 

(P A) method; Dummy Variable (DV) method ; Constant Rate Structure R ) m tho . and 

Divisia Index (DI) method which we have discussed above. In what folio 
th 

studies that have focused on developing countries in general , and Ethiopia in particul . 
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3.2.2 Review Of Empirical Eviden [D . ce n evelopm untri 

G. S. Sahota undertook a study on tax co penormanc 0 th t 

period 1948-58 using the PA method and found that th t x 5t m w 

fact that the country had a highly progressive income tax at th t tim . 

be a defective tax structure and rate schedule, widespread t x Ion 

in favour of the " non-income tax payers group' or in fa our 0 th 

m 0 In , 

within the tax paying group. c.y Mansfeild (1972) applied th an I i 0 

elasticity (using the P A and DV method) to the tax system of Para uay or th 

and the result pointed to a picture of expanding tax bases and significant iscr ti n 

r h 

o 

which however were offset by evasion, exemptions, and weak adm ini tr li e In 

collecting taxes at existing rates. Mohammed Khan (1973) applied the durnm 

to eliminate the effect of discretionary tax measures in his study of the tax s t m oP . 

F.p.Mtatifikolo (1990) used the CRS method to separate the effects of dis r lionary chan s in 

measuring tax elasticity of the Tanzanian tax system. W.J.Byrne (19 

responsiveness of the major types of ta.'\es in Zambia to movements in their bas or th e· od 

1966-77. The result was that except for import duties the other ta.'( com on nts er 

The reason for this result was found to be the growth of the industrial an s 

rapid grovvth in consmnption of bottled beer.For the case of import dutie its 10 

due to the impact of government's import substitution policy and also becaus of administr ti 

difficulties. Another important study of this kind was by N .E. Osoro (19 -) n th r nu 

productivity of the tax system of Tanzania for the period 1979-89. 

components of overall tax elasticities, he found that the tax to base elastici 

income elasticity was a key factor in explaining the fairly low ela tici ty 0 th t x 

1993 study, he applied the same method to the data fo r the period 19 -90 0 

revenue implication of the Tanzanian tax reform. The result uggest d th t th 

failed to raise revenue productivity. 
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In Ethiopia no such study has been undertak n r 

have been done for different and earlier periods. 

evaluating component taxes rather than the tax syst m as 

on the Ethiopian tax system include Wogene Yirko 19 J Kibr 

(1982), Eshetu Chole (1983), Tashome Mulat (1979 and I 

Mesfin Midekssa (1994). 
hirm 

Wogene Yirko (1983), in an attempt to examine th contribution 0 

establishing the material basis of socialism, estimated the buoyanc and bui It- in 

total tax revenue and examined the difference between the two mea ur to r 

of the tax reforms on tax revenue for the period 1975-81 . He used th 

n 

no\<, 

tic i of th 

t the imp c 

to e ar 

the revenue impact of discretionary tax measures. His result indicated th t th t X r 

significantly contributed to increasing ta'( revenue in the country. In stimatin the buil l- in 

elasticity he used the proportional adjustment method to remove the re nue ClS 0 th 

reforms. Kibre Moges (1983) examined the role of ta'(ation in primiti v ocialis ac urnul tion 

process. He simply examined the tax revenue data and showed that taxation is the ool m lh 

as compared to the other methods used to mobilize and transfer r sources m ri t 

sector to the public sector. He did not estimate and analyze the elastici ty 0 th 

The study by Melaku Ki.fle (1982) examined agricultural taxation and its contribut ion 

to capital formation in Ethiopia. He used various ratios and perc nt g S t 

objective. His analysis of agricultural tax share to total tax revenue and the sh r 

income tax to agricultural GDP suggested that the amount collected 

Chole (1 983) used the buoyancy approach in comparing the producti 

revolution income taxes. 

a In dl 

Another important work is the study by Teshome Mulat (197), hi h u 

. . . . h d . e the revenue effecti of the bUllt-m elastICIty met 0 to examm 
ene of th 

t the value and volum In his analysis, he related tax revenues 0 
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derived the relevant revenue equation from th I e tax ws th m 

suggested that the revenue was volume and . . I .. pnce In 11 .H 

present coffee tax formula requires constant revisions 0 t 

in prices and or volume of coffee export occur' Teshom 

(1987) employed the concepts of buoyancy and buil t- in elasti 

income taxation and found that the tax was highly elastic. 

The study by Teame (1985) was on resource mobil ization throu h 

for the period 1968-1983. He employed the CRS and Dummy variabl meth 

revenue impact of discretionary ta.'{ measures. He found overall buoyan 

However, the built-in elasticity was found to be less than unity . H , thu , on lu 

revenue structure in Ethiopia was inadequate, unstable, and infl xibl . This, 

o pc 

n III thio i 

could be attributed to among others, faulty tax policy and weakness in implem nt 'on of th 

tax laws. Finally, Mesfin Midekssa(1994) sUldied the budgetary impa t 0 imp rt 

reform.He estimated the effect of changes in the import tax syst m on tOlal tax r an 

other key macroeconomic variables.He also forecasted the changes in futur nu th l 

would be brought about by the 1993 change in import ta.'{ation.The fin that th 

tariff reduction would result in a decline in import ta.'{ and rotal tax r till . H , 

thus,recornmended that the revenue loss arising from tariff reduction be comp nsat b, oth r 

sources of ta.'{ revenue. 

It is necessary, as we argued previously, that the tm< ystem be fl exibl nouch 

evolve with the changing requirements of socio-economic condition . [n Ethi pi 1 ho'V r. 

despite the strategic importance which ta.'{ation assumes in the d lopm nt forts f h 

country, there has been no comprehensive quantitative study of the 0 rail t 

1985. Moreover, most of the studies we have reviewed focused only on tru nLr 

taxes and did not address the problems related to revenue co llection , hi h h 

. . ' Th roblems most imp rtantl Impact on revenue productiVity. ese p , 
. d h t dministration pia s a ru ial r III 

administration. It is widely belteve t at ax a 
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country' s real ( or effective) tax system. In order fo r th l 

tax administration must be effective and efficient. 

In addition all the studies on tax elasticities in lhi 

Midekssa) discussed above used either one or a combination 0 th 

tax elasticities. These methods, however, have several limitatio 

recommendations drawn from them. All the above e timation m tho 

from a specification bias resulting mainly from lack of an obs rvabl 

which can represent all changes in an individual or overall tax 

developed an econometric model of taxation , which can take car 0 thes 

lr I 

applied the method to the analysis of the tax system of two de elopin ountri n 

Malawi and Mauritius. This study employs such an econometric metho or stirn tin ill 

elasticity and the revenue impacts of DTMs in Ethiopia. The detail d e lopment 

specification of the model is provided in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

MODEL SPECIFICATION AND THE DATA 

The tax elasticity "measures percentage increases in th ta; r 

endogenous changes in its base caused by a one percent rise in DP" 

nu r ul ing 0 th 

is the product of elasticities of the tax yield to its base and the b 

definition of tax elasticity, tax revenue responds directly and indire tl 

system and changes in the tax base, Firstly , "an individual tax re enu 

changes in its own tax system (own-DTM direct response) and to " ndo nou 

0:1-_) d it 

DP, i n the 

base" (Ehdaie, 1990:5), The base,in turn, is endogenously affect db : ( ) chan In I SO 

and other tax rate structure; and (b) non-DTMs factor, particularly ari tions in GOP, 

Therefore, it follows that "the tax revenue indirectly responds to change in it 

("own-DTM indirect response") and other individual tax systems " [0 -DTM in ir t 

response") through their impacts on its base" (Ehdaie, 1 990:5), 

A general equilibrium model, which captures the interactions beh een indi idu I 

revenues, individual tax bases, individual tax rate structure, and GDP, is i eally uit or 

estimating elasticities, This study follows such a modelling strategy, uS ing a ynamlc 

simultaneous equation model of taxation developed by Ehdaie( 1990). 

This chapter discusses the data ,specification and identification of the m d I. Th I l 

, . 'fi ' f th model disaagreaating it into it sectIon descnbes the specI IcatlOn 0 e , ::> t> 
thre bl ck an 

. . I Th' . fi llowed in the second se tion, b dlscussmg each blocks separate y. IS IS 0 , 
pr nt li n o 

the entire framework for estimating ta.'( elasticity and the re enue im t 0 
I t 

section describes the data and its sources. 
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4.1 SPECIFICATION OF THE MODEL 

The total tax revenue is classified into six major c t gori 

income tax ; (b) business tax; for the purpose of this study thi in lu 

dividend and lottery income tax, urban land lease tax, rental in om It 

should be recalled from previous discussions of the tax. structure that p 
IS profit tax the role of the other components of this category in th tax stru tur 

insignificant, contributing on the average only about 0.37% of total tax uring the peri 

study. Therefore a separate analysis of these components is not necessary. ough u hi 

study we will use "business tax" to refer to the aggregate of busin ss pro It t other 

business tax. (c) Agricultural ta'( (this includes agricultural income tax and rural Ian us x); 

d) import tax; (e) export taxes; f) tax on domestic consumption or domestic in ir c 

Because of the unavailability of data on legal base fo r each indi i ual taJ , pro i 

potential tax bases are selected. The choice of the proxy base used h r is imilar to that 

applied to other SSA countries (Ehdaie, 1990; Osoro, 1992; and Skinn r, 19 ). Th ro 

bases for the potential bases of domestic consumption tax (T J, import tax T m) xp rt t x cr J, 

personal income tax (Tp), business tax (Tb) and agricultural tax (T.) ar pri t 

I . bill 
(X

ct

) , imports (X,n) , exports (Xx), expenditure on wages and sa aries or wag 

domestic product (X
b
) and share of agriculture in GDP (X.) respectively. 

, gros 

4.1.1 Individual Tax Revenue Equations Blockl 

Each individual tax revenue assessed by tax assessors (T;") is tr at a fun ti on 0 ' s 

own potential tax base (X;) and its own tax strUcrure (1), in ord r t par t ou Ih 

revenue impact of these two factors. That is, 

- d th uations of the model 
I For more details on these an 0 er eq 
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10g(r: ), =aiO+a;llog(:( .)+ ·2( ) " , , a, T" e" . .. ... ..... ... (1) 

Where 

to i ==di sturbance terms as representative of other explanatory 

model , 

i == d, tax on domestic transactions, 

== m, tax on imports, 

== x, tax on expOlis, 

== p,personal income tax 

== b, business tax, and 

= a, agricultural tax. 

ari bles cI rom he 

This ftmction is specified in semi-log-linear form for convenience and a so be a s i . s e 

preferred functional form used in previous studies. The model assumes h t ax inspec ors" 

adj ust actual individual tax revenues, (T)p toward their assessed leve l, (T, '), b ad ing 

fraction of the difference between the assessed tax yie ld, (Ti\ and he actu I ax re e e 0 

previous period, (T)'.I,to the actual tax revenue collected in the previous per' od.(T),/ [E 

1990: 18]. This is done using a partial adjustment method, which is written in its log-linear orm 

as follows : 

6Iog(Ti), == Ai [log(T: ),-log(Ti ),.J ....... ........ ..{-') 

Where 

\ is the coefficient of adjustment of the ilh individual tax yield, and l>"-? O. 

. . d db ' ctors to complete inspection 0 th 
The average penod of time nee e y tax mspe 

related to the ilh individual tax is measured by (l-"-Y"-j, which is the r g 1m 1 g 0 

adjustment of the i'h individual tax revenue. 
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The actual individual tax revenue function is derl'ved b b ' . (2 ' 
. Y su S I U 109 ) In ( I). 

10 g(T;), =,ta;o+)";ai/log( X ;),+(l - A.,) log(T ) 'a ( ) U (3) 
, ,./ 1\. , ,] r " " 

where Uit = Ait il! stochastic term 

Estimating parameters of this equation requires time seri s a on I (T' 
I " tit·l) '" 

Time series data on tax revenue (Ti) and proxy bases (Xi) can easily be ob aine ollowing h 

previous specification. (T)I_I can also be generated from time series a on ( 

obtaining data on the representative of the ilh individual tax system, tIl has be n im oss'bl . 

" .. . it has been the lack of an observable quantitative variable as repres ntati e 0 In I I ual 

(or overall) tax system in public finance which has compl icat the iss e of es ima ing 

individual and overall tax elasticities .. . " [Ehdaie, 1990: 19]. To deal wi h his probl ill. Eh aie 

derived the fo llo'vving formula for "C i . 

For i=p, b, a, d, and m 

where 

"C p =Personal income tax system 

t b =business tax system 

"C a =agricultural tax system 

t d =domestic indirect tax system 
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't =import tax system 
to 

(v;)t =(T/X;\=average effective individual tax rate 

T= individual tax revenue , 

X= individual proxy bases , 

AiCtil= the coefficient of Xi and 

git=percentage endogenous changes in the ith individual tax bas du ' ng 

the tth year of the period under review. 

The formula is expressed in terms of the parameters and observable variables inc1u In he 

complete model to be developed. Equation (4) says: 

11 'ti is the ratio of the ith individual tax yield (Ti) deflated by the index 0 th ax 

revenue gained from endogenous changes in its base, (1 +AiCti' gi) over its bas by 

the index of that part of the base which is not directly affected by changes in its 0 ial bas 

made by fiscal authorities, (1 +g;)" [Ehdaie, 1990: 22-23 ]. 

An individual tax yield equation with estimable parameters ca b ob aine b, 

substituting (4) in (3a). 

where 

Vit = A/ill stochastic term 

"-;== coefficient of adjustment, 

Ct il == long-run elasticity ofTi with respect to Xi 

\Cti I == short -run elasticity of Ti with respect to Xi ' 
. d ercentaae point increas in -, (o\.\ n-D l 

ACt == percentaae chanaes 111 Ti ue to one p 0 
I 12 ::;, ~ 

response) in the short-run 
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b 

a
i
2 =percentage changes in Ti due to p . . ercentage pomt mcre In I own- ' .... nnr ..... ) 

in the long-run. 

Equation (3a) for i=d m b x p d , " " an a, represents the individual tax i I o lhe 

model. Its parameters are estimated b t' . y es Imatmg param ters 0 

estimatin$ the parameters of equation (3 b) and b . . . . . _ .. ' y usmg simulation t 

on-'t iS can be generated by means of equation (4) I h fi . n w at ollows we IS 

base equations block. 

4.1.2 Individual Tax Base Equations Block 

The development of each individual tax base equation is discuss d par t I USln lhe 

proxy variables for potential tax bases specified in the previous section. Th lion 

made here is similar to the one followed in studies of tax systems 0 oth r ub- aharan 

(SSA) 

countries, whose economic and ta'{ system is similar to Ethiopia. 

Domestic Consumption Tax Base Function 

The proxy base for domestic indirect tax is private consumption J. Thj b s 

function of disposable income (Y
ct
) , which is gross domestic product ODP) I t tal ir t 

taxes (i.e.the sum of personal income tax (Tp), business ta'{ (Tb) and agricultur It x(TJ). 

to capture the impact of indirect taxes on private consumption the ratio of imp rt t 

indirect tax system is included in the tax base equation. The relationship 0 lh 

variables to the tax base is expected to be positive. 

The Equation for this tax base can take the following functional fi rm 

In( X J ) 1 = f3 J 0 + f3 d J In( Y J )1 + f3 d 2 ( r 1/1 / r tI )1 + U JI ... . .. • , •........ .. (- ~ 
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b 

where 

Xr nominal private consumption, 

Y
d
= GDP-Tp -Tb -Ta' nominal disposable income , 

Bdl>O, elasticity ofXd with respect to Y d, 

Bd2>O, percentage changes in Xd due to one unit ' . / Increase In 1m 1 

p ana ory van bl s Ddt= disturbance terms as representative of the ex It ' 

with standard classical assumptions. 

The domestic consumption tax base function with estimabl paramet rs 

substituting (4) in (Sa) as follows: 

Import Tax Base Function 

ro th m 

b 

The proxy base for import ta,x is the value of import net of the im ort tax~ . s is 

a function of nominal GDP at factor cost, the ratio of import ta,'( system and m sti in ir ct 

tax system, and business tax system. The value of import is treated as a func ion 0 0 P ba 

on the traditional approach of import demand analysis, while the other x I natory ariabl , 

(1,/1
d
) and 't

b
, are included to capture the effect of changes in import tax, dom sti onsum ti n 

tax and corporate income tax systems. Thus the function is written as: 

where 

Xm = nominal value of imports net of T m' 

2 Althouah this should exclude imports that don't bear import tax 
1:> 

free imports for the period is available. 

n 
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GDP== nominal gross domestic product s , 

~m 1>0, elasticity of x", with respect to GDP , 

~m2<0 , percentage changes in ~ due to . a one percentage pOint in r 

~ 3>0, percentage changes in Y due to 
m .L~ a one percentage point in r 

l)'11'== disturbance terms as representative of th o er sources of an ti n In rom 
factors excluded from the model. 

By substituting (4) for 1: 1:d and 1: in (6a) th . . m' b , e Import tax b nClon \I ' th SJm 1 

parameters is derived as shown below: 

Agricultural Tax Base Function 

The share of agriculture in GDP, i.e. the proxy base for the potential bas 0 

tax, is influenced by changes in the business ta-'( system ('tb), variations in GDP, d the r tio 0 

import tax system to domestic indirect tax system (,t,i td) (as representativ of th impa t 

indirect taxes). Therefore, the agricultural tax base equation is assumed to ha th ollo\l 'n 

functional form: 

where 

XJ= Share of agriculture in GDP , 
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Va l= disturbance terms as representative of other sources 0 

factors excluded from the model, 

~al>O , elasticity ofXa with respect to GOP, and 

~a2<O, percentage changes in Xa due to one percentage point han 

~aJ,percentage changes in Xa due to a one percentage point incr 

In b n 

In 

The impact of 1b and GOP is realized through investm nt h 15. 

corporate income ta.'{ system will affect the marginal rate of r tum 0 c 

agricultural sector which, in tum, will influence the level of in estm nt in h 

sector resulting in a change in Xa' The impact of changes in Lndir ct in i i 

changes in import tax system (1m) and domestic indirect tCLX system 'LeU 

agriculture sector is realized through the price mechanism. There or 

another explanatory variable to capture this impact of the DI Ms on . R 

10th 

n-

ul 

of 

the explanatory variables, 1b and GOP are positively related to whjle the sign 0 h 

coefficient of the ratio of import to domestic indirect tax system, T.ml-rd, i ambi uou . 

The agricultural tCL,{ base function with estimable parameters, as specifi bo . IS n by 

substituting (4) in (7a) as depicted below: 

Personal Income Tax Base Function 

The proxy base for the potential tax base of personal incom 
n b h \V 

b h been used in other studi 
bill. First, because such a proxy ase as 

. is Lmposed or calculated ba 
second, because the personal mcome tax 

. al income tax rev nue d ri 
wages and salaries. In thIS paper person 

n n 

n n ubli 
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b 

sector during the period under stud . y IS assumed to be ' . . 
. bl d In I ru .1 

rella e ata on the personal inco me tax revenue derived fro 

from the non public sector is not available. m 

on 

This proxy base is treated as b ' , emg Influenced by the ari t' . Ion In 

mcome tax system( 't ),and the ratio f ' . p 0 Import and domestic ind ir t t 

entered as representative of the impa t f' d' com lrect taxes.The function is v 

Where 

Bpl>O, the elasticity of ~ with respect to GDP 

~ =The wage bill 

up(=Disturbance terms 

. 'r 

'hl hi 

n 

The personal income tax base function with estimable parameters \'s den' ed by sub tituti ng 

in (8a). 

Export Tax Base Function 

In the Ehdaie's model, the proxy for an export tax base, i .. the nomin I lu 

net of export taxes, is defined as a function of the weighted a erao 
0 

countries and individual tax systems('t js). However, as in Ehdaie the I 

base functions are excluded from the entire model fo r the fo lio in r 

primary objective of this study is to estimate individual and 0 era II t 
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to the GDP of the home country, whereas the export tax is I vi 

foreign countries and the main base of this tax is th 

countries. Secondly, due to the urgent need to encour g 

export sector, there is a tendency to reduce export taxe . 

elasticity of this tax is not immediate for policy purposes. M 

of GDP of the importer countries poses econometric problems. 

In general, therefore, the individual tCL,{ base function blo 0 th m I I i en y 

equations (Sa), (6a), (7a), (8a) and (9a). Estimating the paramet rs 0 5 , 

(9b) by means of a simultaneous- equation econometric estimation m th 

of the parameters of the four individual tCL,{ base equations. 

4.1.3 Identities Block 

b) 

This block deals with the functional relationship of id ntiti s with h ir 

variables. The identities are disposable income and total tax revenue n to , 

Disposable income is GDP minus direct taxes. That is 

As all the variables included in (9a) appear in logarithmic fo rm in th 

. 1 C ed into a log-linear form an above' fo r convenience (9a) IS a so translorm 
) 

. bl . I ded in it by using T ilor' 
the aeometric mean value of the vana es mc u 

/:) 

where 
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That is, given our definition of disposable income and priori 

GDP is positive, while the components of direct taxes ar xpe o 

negative sign. 

The total tax revenue net of export taxes is the sum 0 th oth r in , I 

This is presented as: 

Again for reason of convenience, equation (loa) is converted into th 011 \ tn I -Itn 

form by employing the method mentioned above and expandln 

geometric mean value of the variables included ill it and then making im Ie m i ul i n. 

where 

Ui> O, and i=p,b, a, d, m. 

The identity equations I which are presen ed og - Lne r for. 

(i. e . 9b and lOb)) are determinis t i c func i o s. The 

mean va lue of time series data on the variab es i c n 

t hem o r OLS estimation method can be use 

pa rame t ers of these identity equations . 

o es ima e he 

4.2 
Entire Model and Its Dynamic Multipliers 

The structural form of the model is provided by 

(6a), (7a), (8a), (9b) and (lob). This is presented in tabl 
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nature of the variables, exogenous or endo genous, and 

parameters of equations (3b)(for i=p,b,d,m a), (Sb 6b b, 

by means of a simultaneous equation econometn" .' c e tIm tlon 

consistent estimates of the parameters of the structur I 0 

estimated parameters and equation (4), time series data on 

used to linearize the ratio of import tax and domestic indir 

entire model in semi-log linear form. The following linear onn is 0 

around the mean value of 't iS using Taylor's series. 

( rl/l / r " ), = en + e I (r ill ), + e 1 (r"), ...... .... ........... (11) 

where: 

8
0
>0, 0 1>0, and 8 2<0. 

This linearization also helps to derive the revenue impact 0 han s in 

system from the estimated parameters of the model. Equation 

Similar to the case of other identities either the mean value of th 

't iS or the OLS estimation technique can be used to estimate its ar rs. 

ime 

The structural form of the model with estimat d paramet rs i th n, bt 

substituting the estimated value of the parameters 

Therefore, the structural form of the model with stimat 

equations ( (3a) (for i=d, b,a,p, m), (Sa),(6a), (7a), (8a 

endoaenous variables' six exogenous variables; and fi e pr t rmln 
o ' 

That is it is a simultaneous equations system. 

In summary the short run and long-run elasticitie 0 In 

overall ta,,( revenue with respect to GDP can be obtained b 

by substituting the estimated parameters into the fo rmula pr 
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4.3 THE DATA 

This study uses data covering the period I 0/ 0 I lhi 

The choice of this period is based on the availabili 0 

and the period also includes attempts at tax refonn. The 

model is historical time series data on component and 0 er J\ ax 

bases (proxy bases) and GDP. Due to the lack of data on th ir I g 1 r 

are used as representative of each legal base. The data is h 

The data relating to government revenue and expenditur in 

tax revenue, changes in tax rates and coverage and infonn 

collected from the Ministry of Finance. Data on GOP it 

collected from the Ministry of Planning and Economi 

Authority (CSO), and National Bank of Ethiopia (NEE . 
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Table 401 : Structural Form of the Model 

log(TJI = AdCtdo+AdCtdllog(XJI + (l-AJlog(TJlol A 0.d2 

log(Tm\=AmCtmO + AmCtm IlogCXm)I+( l-Am)log(T m) 01 

log(Tp\=j\Ctpo+ApCtpllog~)I+(l-I\)log(T ) 0. , 
p 10 1 m2 pJI PI 

log(T b\=AbCtbQ+AbCtbllog(Xb)t + (l-Ab)log(Tb)lol ~o.b2 

log(TJt=AaCtaO+AaCt)og(XJI + (l-AJlog(TJlol . Aaa.al 

In(XJt= ~dO + ~dlln(YJt + ~d2(tm!td\ + Ddt 

InCXm)t= ~mO + ~mlln(GDP)t + ~mitm!tJI + ~m3(tb)1 Uml 

In(Xp)I= ~po + ~plln(GDP)t + ~pbm/tJt + Dpt 

In(XJt= ~aO + ~alln(GDP)t + ~a2(tb)t + ~a3(tm!tJt U I 

In(T)I= Go + Gdln(TJI + Gmln(Tm)1 + crbln(Tb)1 + crai n TJ 

In(Y JI=bo + 611n(GDP)t + 62In(Tb)1 + 631n(TJI + 84ln Tp 

(t ,ltd\= 8 0 + 8 1(tm)1 + 8ltJI 

Where 
Tp= Personal income tax(endogenous variable), 
Td= Tax on domestic transactions (endogenous ariabl 
T m = Import ta.'( ( endogenous variable), 
Tb= Business tax (endogenous variable), 
Ta= Agricultural tax (endogenous variable), 
Xd= Private consumption (endogenous variable), 
Xm= Imports (endogenous variables), 
Xa= Share of agriculture in GDP, 
~ = Wage bill 
Xb= GDP=gross domestic products( exogenous variabl 
t j= The ilh individual tax system or realized tax rate xog n us 

b, a, p 
Y d= Disposable income (endogenous variable) 
T = Total tax revenue net of export taxes (endogenou 

Variable) 
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Table 4.2: Entire Model With Estimable Parameters 
~. , ....... .... .... ... ...... ................... .. . .. .. . ....... . . . 

In(T III) , = Alii alii 0 + Alii af/l 11n( Xm), + (1- Am) In(r n' },./ --..:::.::.- J, U 

u 

--....:...--j, U 

V III [(I+g",)/(I+l..ma .. I g..JJ J -r f3 3[ V (I ) jt v_ 
In( X ", ), = j3f/1 0+j3f/111n(GDP},+j3f/12[ V" [(I + gtl )/(/+ Atl a" Ig ,)J ' '" (I a I ) 

V,., 



abl e 4.J : Sho rt Run 
el asticiti es in 
Tax Yi elds 

A. Shor t Run: 

- Import Tax 
( Tm ) 

- Consumption Tax 
( Td) 

- Business Tax Clbl 

( T o ) 

- Agricultural Tax Cla l Pal 

( T a l 
- Personal Income Tax r . n ""' pllJ p 

( Tp) 

B. Long Run: 

To ta l Tax 

( T ) 

- I mport Tax 
( T Ol ) 

- C o~ s umpt i on Ta x 

( T d) 

- Bu siness Tax 

- Agricultural Ta x 
( T a ) 

- Personal Income Ta x 
( T p) 

O"mClml Pml/ 1 - Clm2 

Cl b2+0}Cl a I Pall - Cl 2 04 Clp Pp I -
O"bClbl / l - Clb2 + O"aCl lP II -Cl z 

Cldl Pdl I l - Cld2 

Cla2+04ClplPpl l - Cl p2 J 



CHAPTER FIVE 

EMPIRICAL At~AL Y I 

In this chapter we estimate the parameters of the mo 

use the estimates to test the hypothesis of the tud s y. 

10 

estimation method and results are discussed. In the sub uent 

results and policy implications are presented using the obtain r ult. 

5.1. M ethods of estimation and Empirical Results 

5.1.1 Model Identification 

In a system of simultaneous equation model, it is 5S nti 1 to r sol 

problem before proceeding to estimation. The order and rank con it ' ons 

determine whether a model is just identified, over identified or und i n il 

In brief, in a system of (n) equations, an equation is ai to b i 

the rank conditions if it is possible to form a determinant of or 

whose elements are not all zero, from the coeffic ients of h 

equation under consideration but included in other equations. 

the order condition if the total number of variables (endogenou 

wi Iy 

it is equal to or greater than the number of endogenous ari bl 5 . n th m 

(Madda1a, 1992). 

In our simultaneous equations model, the structural form 0 

ari I 

lion 

to 

m 

equations, eleven endogenous variables, six exog
enou 

endogenous variables. Applying the order condition 

identified. We can, therefore, proceed to the estimation of th m 

ninth m c.;\1 · \cr 

I. 
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5.1.2 Estimating Simultaneous E t' qua Ion y tern 

There are several methods of estimatm' g ' I slmu taneou u ion 

developed in the previous chapter. These methods ar cI si I in 

Single-equation methods and system methods. In the s t ms m th 

model are estimated simultaneously, taking due account 0 all r stri tion 

the omission or absence of some variables. The systems m tho 

information methods. On the other hand, in single equation m th 

information methods, each equation in the system of simultan ou 

individually with out worrying about the restrictions on the oth r 

identification purposes, however, the other equations in the system m 

In principle, therefore, limited information methods 

corresponding full information estimators, except in certain speci 

preserve the spirit of simultaneous-equation models, ideall on 

methods. In practice, however, such methods are not comrnonl us 

such as (a) the enormous computational burden involved' 

linear in the parameters and are therefore often difficult to d t nn in , 

specification error in one or more equations of the system that error i tr 

h 

11 

the system. This makes the system method very sensiti e to p ci I ti n ors. 

In practice, therefore, single-equation methods ar b 

commonly used single equation methods are O~dinary L 

Squares(ILS) and two Stages Least Squares (2SLS). While 
. l ' b a pJi 

the context of simultaneous equatIOn mode s, It can e p 

I 
. h ' d fi 'te but unidir ti 

n the recurslVe models t ere IS a e 1m 

among the endogenous variables. The 1LS method on th 
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identified equations. This method involves applying OL 

s om the r u estimating the original structural coefficient fr . 

In this study the method of 2SLS \' S e I d mp oye . Thi 

, as ill our c designed for over identified equations such . 

identified equations, in which case the results of both th 

procedure in 2SLS is to replace each endogenous explan to 

of the predetermined variables in the model and use thi 

variables in lieu of the original endogenous variable. Thu 

similar to the instrumental variable method in that the lin ar om i 

variables is used as an instrument, or proxy, of the endogenou r r 

5.1.3 Potential Problems 

5.1.3.1 Time series Characteristics of the Data 

As we have seen in chapter four, the model of taxa ion hi h \' 

fo rmulas for computing short and long run tax elasticities . Th r or 

series properties of the data is necessary to decide on wheth r to sti rn 

levels or in their differenced form. If there exist some Ion run 

between the variables in our model, we can run the regre sion on he I 

regressions will maintain all the information about the long run 

At this point it should be stated that we don't apply th 

model even if the variables cointegrate, since the model i 

that the partial adj ustment method can be employed to di tin ui h 

tax elasticities. On the other hand, if the variables don't coint gr t 

of the equations should be made after differencing the ariabl 

. 3 Stat ionar y series is a se r i e s wi h 
ln i te bu t n o n zero at a l l frequenc les . s c 
n tegrated o f o rder zero (G ranger , 1986) . 
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For the unit root tests, the Dicker-Fuller DF 

tests are employed, as these tests are th . e most "V1del U 

the null hypothesis IS non-stationarity or unit ro t \ hi l 

stationarity . 

Also since the variables in our model b ' may e mt o 
of co integration may be required. Series are said to b mtlt:P Ir.llf'n 

run relationship between them. The absence of ' . comt gratlon m 

some important variables, and/or some problems with th 

that can be used to test for co integration we shall concentr t 

the cointegrating regression at levels. In the decision cri teria 0 

the error term has a unit root and the alternative hypothesi is th 

5.1.3.2 Other Tests 

Depending on the nature of data several problems r 

every econometric models, which make the estimators biased in onsi 

argued that multi-collinearity, heteroscedasticity and serial orr I lion 

problems (Maddala, 1981). Multicollinearity, when broadly in 

where there is either an exact or approximately exact lin ar r I tionshi 

variables. The consequences of multicollinearity are as fo lio s: I 

among the explanatory variables, their regression coeffici nl 

standard errors are not defined. If collinearity is high but not e 

coefficients is possible but their standard errors tend to be I 

values of the coefficients can't be estimated precisely. [n the r 

estimators are tmbiased and consistent but they are n I n r 

multicollinearity is common; however, the question in lhi 

nonexistence but how high is the degree of muHicoll
ln 

ari 

(Johnston, 1985). 
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The other important problem is hetero c 

the classical linear regression model that residuals h 

this problem doesn't destroy consistency . propertle 0 h 

estimators are no longer efficient. However this probl m 

rather than with time series data. Even then appropri t 

used to test the presence of this problem and to sol e it her i 1 0 

Finally, there is the possibility of serial corr I tion in our 

series data. In any time series data serial correlation i.. i I 

residuals are independent) is possible. This is becaus in su h 

be highly correlated due to reasons such as sluggishn s 0 

exclusion of some relevant variables from the model. In th 

estimators remain unbiased and consistent but are no longer 

Langrange Multiplier(LM) autocorrelation tests are emplo 

autocorrelation. Where the tests indicated the presenc 0 

iterative cochrane-orcut process is used (Johnston 1972) . 

In addition, problems of normality and incorrect 

corrected as required. For the test of functional form Rams 

the fitted values is applied; while t..1e test of normalit i m 

kurtosis of residuals. For the test of overall significanc 0 rh 

coefficients of determination are used. These are support rh 

values of variables in the estimated models. 

The Microfit computer package permits test 0 

constancy. To test for structural stability the CU [ an 

tests are graphical tests, in which the critical values of th 

the critical bOlmdaries of the test. To test the constanc P 

each parameter against the bands of its standard err rs ba 

examined. 

tIU U I t t1ity 

n r 

. . lIer sampling ri n e lh n 
"This process results in an estunate WIth a sma . . . ' of error anances. 
method and also results in consIstent estImatIOn 

7 

ot 
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5.1.4. Empirical Results 

Ti me series data for the period 1960/61-1 99 . 5/96 (E Opt n 
estimate the parameters of the model Tl1e data ' ( (llse an Ir SOlrC S r 

Time series data on individual tax system L s a I , I' re a so ge e e . I I 

definition and the fonnula provided in chapter fou . h r, In proc ss 0 

generate the series the following procedure is used. Firs slm 

endogenous variables included in the model to oenera e . o Ime ser es o 

estimates of AiS and (tiS are then used to generate time ser 'es da a on I by me 

provided by equation (4). 

Before proceeding to estimation, the series char t ris i S 0 

considered. Based on the DF and ADF tests of unit roots all h 

levels but found to be stationary after at least first di 

test for cointegration based on the Engle-granger 

detennine the nature of the long run relationship bet\; een h 

variables . Both DF and ADF tests, with and without lren S 

II 

residuals from the long nm regressions. 

rejected. 

th is 0 n 

In the model the first five equations are the in ivi u I l 

four equations the tax base equations, and the last thr 

consistent estimates of the parameters of the model were obl in 

squares regression. In the first estimation all the param t r 

plausible sizes except for the lagged dependent variables in 

tax revenue equations, which had unexpected signs but\' r 

equations were re-estimated without their lagged d pen nt 

the model, with estimated parameters, is presented in ta Ie .1. 

every parameter has the correct sign and a plausible siz . Th 

variables in the model are significantly different from z ro 

7 
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level, except for lagged dependent van' bl . a es In th 

insignificant. However, these variables are k . ept In th 

also because they help to maintain the stability of th 

The F statistic, coefficient of determination an 

assess the overall significance of the model as well 

values and they support the suggestion of an overall go Il . 

sum of squares are very small, the F statistic indicat th t th 

significance, and R-bar squared shows that the regressors in 

than 85% of variation in the dependent variable series. 

The actual and predicted values plotted, and insp ti n 

captured the historical movement in the dependent variabl s in II 

presented in appendix 5. 

Also the CUSUM and CUSUMQ graphic tests fo r tructur I 

5.1.2, was applied5
. The test indicates that there is no 

o 

equations. Furthermore, the test of stability of paramet rs in i l th 

parameters. 

Finally, the efficient and consistent estimates of param t rs 0 

model we obtained in this section are used to achieve one 0 ~ c i 

and long run elasticities of individual and overall tax yi I 

obtained by substituting the estimated parameters of the trUctur I orm 

formulas presented in chapter four. The obtained result are pr 
nl to 

5 . . . h oe and separation of rilr 
Contro llmg for the Lmpact of the regIme c an" 

rom thi ~ im 

of the mode l and parameters. 
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Table 5. 1 Econometric Model ofT . . axatlOn In Elhiopi 1 Rc.rutll) 
A Tax Revenue Equations 

Ln(Tm), 0.324 + 0.7371n (X,J + 0.034In(T,J,., + 0.012(r..). 
(-1.2) (3 .7) (0.136) (4 .142) 

R'=Il.97 DW=2.09 
RSS=06339 F(5,29)=21622 

Ln(T.,), -3 .23+ 0.861n (X.l,+O.06In(T,,),.,+O.17(r,,), 
(-7.4) (10.2) (1.03) (14.11) 

R'= 0.99 DW=1.91 
RSS=O.18991 F(4.30)=1114 5 

Ln (Tp), -1.49 + 0.85661n (x,,), +0.2473(rp), 
(-10.5) (39.43) (9.274) 

R'=Il.98 DW~1.69 

RSS=0 2055 F(3.31)-914J 

Ln(Tb), 2.406+0.589In(x,,), + 0.9682(rb), 
(-0.68) (\.33) (4.124) 

R,=O.85 DW~ 1.94 
RSS= 11.5897 F(3,32)-04 6 

Ln (TJ, -5.5 + I.3 ln (X,), + O.Olln (TJ,., + 0.65(rJ, 
(-3.2) (3.8) (0.074) (2.5) 

R,=O.72 DW=1.9 
RSS= 11.37 F(S , 29)= 18.3 

B. Tax Base Equations 

Ln(x...l,= -1.89 + 0.9481n (GDP),+O.I 638(rb), -O.027(r,./r,,) 
(-1.8) (7.4) (2.4) (-4.2) 

R'= 0.96 DW= 1.77 
RSS= 1.2962 F(S,30)= I 0.6 

Ln(X.l,= -0.33+ I02In(y"), +0.00 I 4(r,,/r,), 
(-3.0) (73.4) (1.62) 

R '=Il.998 DW=2.04 
RSS=O.027922 F(4 ,JO)~ - 15.3 

i Ln(X,,),= -3.54 + L0831n (GDP), +0.003(r,./r.,), 
I (·5 .16) (14.7) (1.3) 

R'=Il.988 DW=2.14 
RSS = 6.67 12F(4.J0)= 41.6 

Ln(X,.),= 0.9 1 +0.55 71 n(GDP),+0.2562(rb)+0 .002(rj r,,), 
(0 39) (2.09) (2 .3) (0.292) 

R'= 0.88 DW= 1.6 
RSS = 1.9783 F(6,28)"'-lJ.35 

C Identities 

Ln (T), = 15 56+0.292ln(T"J, +OJ I2In(T,,), +0. \l81n (Tp) + 0.229In(T .1, O.OSln(T J. 

Ln(y,),= -0.224 +1.043In(GDP), -O.OIJln(Tp), -O.025In(Tb), 

·0.005In (T,), 

('"/,,,), 1.16+0.2026(' .. J, -0.15(,,,), 

Note: Figures In parenthests are t values 



Table 5.2 Short Run and Long R I ' . 
1961-96. un ndt tdual an 0 II 

= 
Description Short Run Long Run 

Elasticities Elasticities 

Total Tax 0.758 0.783 

Import Tax 0.699 0.723 

Domestic 0.877 0.933 
Indirect Tax 

Personal 0.928 0.928 
Income Tax 

Business Tax 0.589 0.589 

Agri cultural 0.724 0.731 
Tax 

Source: Computed from table 5.1 

5.2 Analysis of Built-in-tax Elasticity 

In this section we deal with the analysis and interpr tion 0 

provided in the previous section. The discussion is ba d on th 

5. 1-5.3. 

5.2.1 Overall Elasticities 

The short run and long run elasticities of all in i i u I l ' r e U 

their respective bases are significantly different from z ro t 

for the base of business tax which is significant at the 1% r 

of import tax, domestic indirect tax, personal incom l , 

in th 
with respect to base are 0.737, 0.86, 0.8566 , 1.3 and O. 
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0.763 , 0.915 , 0.8566, 1.313 and 0589 ' 'h I . in t e on 

increase in the bases will lead to all increase in r 

magnitude of respective elasticities. It can b 0 

exceeds short run elasticities, except that of busin s 

equal. Also it can be observed that all short run an Ion 

base are less than one, except in the case of agricultur I 

and long-run. 

The elasticities of all individual tax base to 

probability level, the elasticities being 0.948, 1.02, 1.0 3 

indirect tax, personal income tax and agricultural tax ba 

this is that a 1 % increase in nominal GDP wi ll result in O. 

increase in import tCL'<, domestic indirect tax ) personal in om 

It can be seen that the elasticities for personal incom tax 

greater than unity, while that of agricultural t(1.,,( and import t 

The product of t.~e above tax-to-base and base-to-in 0 

in elasticities. As table 5.2 shows most of the indivi ual tax s 

and long nm. The built-in elasticities are 0.928 0.7_4 O. 9 O. 

run. and 0.928, 0.731 , 0.589, 0.933 and 0.723 in the lono run, ~ r 

agricultural tax, business tCL,(, domestic indirect tax and imp rt 

the built-in elasticities of the overall tax system are Ie than n th in 

run, the elasticity being 0.758 and 0.783 respectivel . 

5.2.2. Decomposition Analysis 

We have demonstrated that the tax elasticity 

the tCL'<-to-base and base-to-income elasticities. Th 

summarized in table 5.3 . and are discussed belo'i . 

8 

r 
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In assessing the performance of indi idual 

base elasticities could arise because of one or mor 

administration , high tax avoidance and evasion 

exemptions, and the use of specific instead of ad 

degree to which the government can influence the t x

base- to- income elasticity is greatly influenc d b 

economy, as a result this elasticity is largely be ond he on olof 

Import tax 

In principle import tax should be levied on 11 im 

exemptions are generally granted to imports of some 

consumer goods. The long run built-in elasticity of this t O. 

This elasticity is particularly low given the importan 

structure of Ethiopia. This low elasticity is largely u 

while the base to income elasticity approaches. The low t 

rate structure of import tariffs, the exemption of some im 

and the policy of import substitution followed in the past. This I 

Table 5.3: Decomposition of Long run Elastic it ies 

Built-in elasticity 

Tax to Base 
Elasticity 

Base to Income 
Elasticity 

Import 
Tax 

0.723 

0.763 

0.948 

Source: Computed from Table 5.1 

Domestic 
Indirect Tax 
Ta,'{ 

0.933 

0.91 5 

1.02 
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> 
means that as the base grows the tax n.. b 

' 5'OWS Y less than the 
income elasticity, on theother hand is 0948 . , . , sugg stlO 

with GDP. 

The inelasticity of this tax seems t o support th 

international trade taxes is an undesirable attribute of 

instability of receipts. 

Both the elasticity of tax to-base and base-to-incom 

of this tax were greater than unity in the study by Mesfm midh 

Domestic Indirect Tax 

This includes all taxes related to domestic transaction . 

in 

II 

mm 

levied on locally produced manufactured goods and/or produ ts 

category of tax represented about 30% of total tax revenue over th perio 

run built-in elasticity coefficient is 0.933, which can be int rpr te 

increase in income as the economy grows will lead to 0.933% in re In r 

source. 

The tax-to-base elasticity coefficient is 0.9 15, which h " S lh l 

1 % the tax grows by 0.915%. The base-to-income elasticity coeffi ient i 

with the tax-to-base elasticity produces an inelastic dome tic in ir t 

inelasticity of this tax is due to the low tax-to-base elasticity, and e i n 

is due to weak administration of domestic indirect tlLxation. 

Personal Income Tax 

I . tax shows built-in 
The t<LX yield from persona mcome 

I t base elastici " hi h i 0 
less than unity. This results from ow tax- 0-
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p 

base to income elasticity is slightly gre t th . a er an um 
elasticity result is quite interesting in that th t era e 0 thi 
standard and is the tax with possibly the high t . es omplt 
contrast to the fact that income taxes are typically hi hi 

findings. This low elasticity is mainly due to the redu tion 0 

Agricultural Tax 

The built-in elasticity of this tax is 0.73 14. Th is i th 

income elasticity which, in tum, may be due to the p or 

sector. 
orm 

Although Ethiopia is an agrarian country, the tax from th 

magnitude of tax revenue generated from the sector is r I Ii I 

about 4.26% to total tax revenue during the period under re i " 

performance could be explained by the inadequacy of the tax I 

administration and collection of the tax. Relating to the tax lav 

one component of this tax, is characterized by the rigidi 

addition, the administration and collection of most of this 

associations which may not be qualified. 

Business Tax 

Business tax, mainly business profit tax, is the mo t im 

tax. The built-in elasticity of this tax is 0.589, which means th t 

1 % will lead to 0.589% increase in revenue from business tax. Thi 

due to low tax-to-base elasticity. The inelasticity of this tax i 

. f Tanzania (Osoro 1 by the studies of the on tax systems 0 ' 

for example. 
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To sum up, the analysis of the built-in-tax el 

system as a whole is inelastic due mainly to relati el 

finding confirms the first hypothesis of this stud t ed ' Y s at In ch 
in line with the results of studies undertaken by Team 

results have also been found in the case of Tanzania and I wi. 

5.3. The Role of Discretionary Tax measures 

In this section we analyze the role of DTMs. We to 

an effective policy instrument to mobilize resources from the ri 

this purpose we will examine the difference between the e tim t 

elasticity, which will permit us to see the extent to which buo an 

transfer of resources based on a given tax structure or new measur 

of study to increase tax revenues. Since we are mainly cone m 

the potential to. accelerate revenue collection for the treasury om hi h 

growth, the analysis is confined to long run elasticities and buo an i 

well as the whole tax system. 

The long run total and individual tax elasticities an 

difference between the two is presented in table 5.4. The 

measures shows the importance of DTMs, whereas comparison 0 Lh 

individual tax helps to identify the taxes for which DIMs w r m l im 

According to the results, buoyancy and built-in ela ti i 

. . . t d t mean that as GOP ro\.\ 
0.783 respectIvely. This can be mterpre eO . 

will grow by 1.29%, and that controlling for DIMs made t t In! 

.' sy t m 
grow by 0.783%. This shows that the Ethiopian tax 

f h · ase in total tax r nu 
Therefore the major cause 0 t e mcre 

h uthorities Oi en Lh l 
undertaken over the period by t e tax a . . 

\\ i htn 
t f the increase in r nu 1 

than the automatic changes, mos 0 

government. 
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In relation to the buoyancy of individual taxe th s, 
all the individual taxes have buoyancies exceeding unity x t 

income ta'( which is less than unity). The major contribution to th 

system are from business tax, domestic indirect tax and agri ult 

difference between buoyancy and built-in elasticity is regist r 

by agricultural tax. The implication of this is that the major 

aaricultural and domestic indirect taxes lies in discr tion :;, 

responsiveness of these taxes to income is very small. Finally pe 

buoyancy of 0.91 against an elasticity of 0.928, reflecting the limit 

discretionary changes were used to increase additional personal in om 

the period. The negative impact of DTMs may be due to the decl ine in th 0 thi 

since 1990. 

Table 5.4 Individual and overall Long Run Tax Elastici ti s 

Ethiopia, 1961-96 

Buoyancy Elasticity Difference 

Total Ta'( 1.292 0.783 0.509 

Import Tax 1.067 0.723 0.344 

Domestic lndirect 1.317 0.933 0.384 
Tax 

Personal Income 0.91 0.928 -0.018 

Tax 

Business Tax 1.752 0.589 1.163 

Agricultural Tax 1.56 0.731 0.829 

a) From appendix VI 
b) From Table 5.2 

. t ble 5 4 the differ nc In aeneral as shown ill the a . , . 
:;, gg tin . . , is relatively large su overall tax buoyancy and elastICItIes 
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under review DTMs played an important role in '. . . ralsmg addition I 

Also the empirical results in table 5 1 I I . . c ear y su 

effective policy instruments in mobilizing resources. All th 

estimation results have positive and highly significant impact on 

All the coefficients of individual tax systems in the model ar 

98% probability level. 

This means that we should reject the second hypothe i 0 th 

DTMs are not effective policy instrument for raising additi n I r 

connection it should be noted that the effectiveness of DT I in thi r 

mean that raising of more revenue through continuous changes in D 

the latter requires evolving income elastic tax structure and th 

empirical finding is to test the established hypothesis for Ethiopia 

extent to which DTMs have been used to mobilize revenue as the latt r coul 

background for future policy making in this line. 

This result is similar to those found in the cases of Tanzani 

Malawi and Mauritius (Ehdaie, 1990). 

5.4. The R elative Importance of Economic Growth and 

Discretionary Tax Measures 

During the period 1961-96, the tax effort (total tax r nu 0 r 

fl 81 t I'n Ethiopia. The tax grown by an annual average rate 0 _. - percen 

tax, and total indirect tax grew at an average annual growth rate 0 

f£ rt grew at an a erage u I 
respectively. Within indirect tax the tax e 0 

3.0 and 2.48 for domestic transaction tax and foreign trade taxe r P 

annual growth r t 
As reaards the tax share, the average 

b ""0/< ftotal tax revenue durin lh 
direct tax, which contributed about)) 0 0 
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f 
The tax share of total indirect tax which trj'b 

' con uted 
arew at an average rate of 0.7% during the sam . 
I:> e penod. 

The individual tax revenues as a ratio of DP 

provided in Table 2.1 indicate that the two measures wer in r 

tax, business tax and agricultural tax; While figures for im n 

tax were decreasing. For instance within the category of ir t t 

business profit tax revenue in total tax has been 8.53% 1\.0_%, 

1970s, and 1980s; while the share of personal incom t 

11.7%, and 10.6% during the periods respectively. The impli tion 0 

overall positive trend of total direct tax and indirect t(LX m nt ione 

larger role played by the domestic indirect tax, business and gri ulrur I 

In this section an attempt is made to isolate the role DTl I 

growth played in the trends of tax effort. Also the direction of shi 

indirect taxation and import taxation (as representative of fo reign tr n), 

factors responsible for affecting it are examined. 

To achieve the objective of this section we use 

elasticities of the trends of tax effort and tax shares. The comput ti 

5.4 and the results of computation are presented in table 5.56
. 

The following observations emerge from Table 5.5 : 

1. The growth of ta'C effort is due mainly to DTMs ontributin I 

overall growth rate of total tax share. 

2. DTMs contributed more than 100% to the ov ral l a er 

change in the shares of domestic indirect t(LX per n I in 

d . ltural tax the contribution being n g li tax an agncu , 

. d . (1990 pp 59-61) 6F or similar applicatlOn see Eh ale " 
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,., 
J. 

while it is positive in the cas f h 
e 0 t e latter two 

. 0 
Economic growth has been the . . 

. . pnnclpal contributor to th 
domestic mdirect tax share '. 

, contnbutIng 600% 0 
growih rate. 

Both economic growth and DTMs h . 
. ave contnbuted to th 0 \\ \ 

the Import tax share, contributing -26.67% and -73.3 % r 

4. 

Table 5.5 : Contribution of Discretionary Tax Meas dE ' UTes an Conoml 
of Tax shares and effort in Ethiopia 

Buoyancy( 
a) 

Tax effort 0.292 

Import ta'( share -0.225' 

Domestic Indirect Tax 0.025' 
share 

Personal Income Tax -0.381' 
share 

Business Tax share 0.46' 

Agricultural Tax share 0.268' 

Domestic Indirect Tax 0.25" 
over import Tax 

~ource: Com ured based on '1 able ).4 p 

Note: 
c=a-b 
* obtained from U;-u 
**obt~ined from Ud-Um 
+obtalI~ed from ej-e 
++obtamed from ed-em 

Built-in Contribution 0 
Elasticity(b discretionary 
) shares(c) 

-0.217 0.509 

-0.06+ -0. 165 

0.15+ 0.125 

0.145+ -0.527 

-0.1 94+ 0.654 

-0.052+ 0.32 

0.21 ++ 0.04 

ro 

- b yancy of th ilh in . i Where u=buoyancy of total tax revenue,U;- uo . . f ·m· d" I 
e=built- in elasticity of total tax yield,ej=buiit- i~ elastICi ty 0 I Inri \ u 
l~n are buoyancy of domestic indirect tax an~ Import tax resp tic ~I ' 
built-in elasticity of domestic indirect tax and Import tax respec . 

d . f n that Ethiopi 
It is apparent from the above escnp 10 

. . ' transaction and both 
mternational trade to taxatIon of domestIC 
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are working in favour of this shift. An 
eXamination of the tr . n 

depicts that economIC growth is contrib t· 8 u mg 4% whil 0 

total trend of the shift. 

The analysis of this section implies th t · E . . a m thlopla 0 M 

instrument for increasing total tax revenue and ·t 
I was also to 

taxation of international trade to domestic tran ' . sactlOn. In r I tion 

should be noted that economic growth has play d I e a arger rol 

similar to the empirical findings on the ta;'( system of [alawi and 

developing countries. 

5.5. The Performance of Tax Administration in Revenue Collection 

The mam causes of tax evasion 

administration. In relation to the first factor, like in many LD 

reduced the rates of several taxes. There was reduction in the ra 

taxes, and the removal of import duty on the import of some 

However, the impact of the reform on compliance is not yet knO\1 . 

has been done to improve the inefficiency of the tax administration. \ 

reform has emphasized only tax structure. But in principle tax admini 

a link between the statutory foundation and the operative tax tern. 

well structured tax reform or tax structure may fai l to achie e it 

combined with effective tax administration. 

. . . . ·d I cknowledaed in Ethjopi . 
Poor tax admlfllstratlOn IS Wl e Y a 0 

by the findings of our study in that the low elasticity of m t III 

. . . . a of poor tax admi ni 
melastic tax to base elasticity, whIch IS a slon 
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is evidence that large amounts of ove d 
r ue tax paymen 

remained uncollected. 

A reVIew of the various documents d 
an rep ns 0 

ministry of finance suggests that the main ca f th · . uses 0 e In I I n 
complexity of most of the tax laws which are h d ' very ar to un r 
which requires from the tax payer the kind of ' £ . 

In ormation 

provide; lack of resources; lack of the necessary d egree 0 pro 

strategy for improving efficiency; lack of compliance on the p 

improved technology and lack of incentives. The probl m 0 

serious in the areas of business tax, domestic indirect tax an 

for the improvement of the tax administration, which can be n b 

necessary resources and means. 

5.6. P olicy Implications of Empirical Results 

The above analysis of elasticity has important polic im I" io 

discussed in previous sections, an elastic ta'( structure is essenti t in 

since it enables tax collections to grow automatically with 

resorting to politically sensitive increases in tax rates (Due, 

above results help to identify those taxes which are elastic and th 

results are useful since raising the overall elasticity of the tax 

which are most income elastic. 

The tax-to-base elasticity coefficients for import tax 

tax and personal income tax were lower than those fo r b 

shows that the income elasticities of the respective taxes an 

. b lasticity coeffici nl \ have been much hiaher If the tax-to- ase e o 

dministration \ hi h r ul 
base elasticity is mainly due to poor tax a 
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and high evasion) and to exemptions mainly m' th ' 
e case of 1m 

should also aim at improving tax administration (to mini 
1 

compliance), substantially reducing or totally elimm' at' , mg ex m tlO 

base), Such reform will help not only to effectively tax exi tin 

them, 

In the case of Base-to-income elasticity coefficients the I 

tax, business tax and import tax are less than unity, ImprOving h 

out of the control of the authorities due to the fact that the growth 0 

their control. In this line, designing income elastic taxes require 

predicted response of the tax base to income, 

In sum, tax reform should focus on improving tax admini 

base, rationalizing rate reduction and reducing or eliminating exemption , In 

the relevance of each of the above recommendations to the individual 

is considered in some detail. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDAT10N 

6.1. Conclusions 

The intense need for development fim ' d ancmg an for r 

major concern in Ethiopia. The main strategy to reduce the 
I i 

revenues through increase in tax efforts. This requires aki . m ng proJ I 

revenues that can be mobilized within the existing tax system 

projections may indicate the need to activate additional means of r 

F or this reason it is essential to estimate built-in elasticity an 

discretionary tax measures. Earlier attempts to do so suffer d om 

mainly due to lack of an observable quantitative variable capabl of r 

individual (or overall) tax systems. This study used an econometric m th 

elasticity and the revenue impact ofDTMs developed that deals with this 

The objectives of this study has been to analyze the structur 0 

system and it' s evolution over time; to estimate tax elasticitie 

DTMs; and to use the estimated parameters as an empirical frame 1/ r 

contribution of DTMs to trends of tax effort and tax share and e alu t the 

between taxation of international trade and taxation of dome tic tr ion 

findings of the study are summarized below. 

. . l' f the country suggests th t Flrst, the reVIew of the tax po ICY 0 

structure of Ethiopia has been undergoing constant change an 

. d onal income and bu in 
Derg regime income tax was Impose on pers 

by introduction of rental income tax and the taxation of income om 
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During the Derg regime many upward '. 
revISions of tax rates wer m e 

base was broadened. After the Derg reg' . 
Ime lUCome tax rates wer 

there were some further broadening of tax b 
ases. However a om r h 

policy relating to land taxation was introduced' th . P 
lU e early penod of the 0 r 

Relating to the development of indirect t I' . 
ax po ICY, excise tax s \ r Ir 

tobacco and alcoholic products. In the later years and decades the coverage 0 th 

expanded and other components of indirect tax were grad II ' d 
ua Y Intro uced. Th 

on 

multiple components of indirect taxes were consolidated I' t I . 
n 0 a genera sales t b s CI 1 

decree of 1990 and later by proclamation No 68 of 1993 Th I tt I . . . ese a er proc am t10ns 

broadened the bases of indirect tax by introducing taxation of service sectors. 

Second, the analysis of the Ethiopian tax structure shows that Ethiopia displa m 

of the fea tures common to other Des. The structure of taxation is dominat d b 

taxation. The share of indirect ta'( in total tax revenue throughout the period ha b 

out of which 37% and 30% were derived from foreign trade tax and domestic indir t x 

revenues respectively. While the stmcture of indirect tax is dominated by oreign 

ta'(ation , within fo reign trade taxation import taxation is the main one. For ex 

1990s the share of import tax revenue in total foreign trade tax revenue has be n mor an 

94% on the average. In the 1970s and 1980s the share of domestic indirect tax in ttl t 

was increasing, whjle that of import tax was decreasing. However, this trend wa r 

the 1990s due to the el imination of restriction on imports. 

In 

The structure of direct tax is dominated by business profit tax and person I in m 

. 'b ' 18" 122 and 4.3% of the total t x r nu tax followed by agncultural tax, contn utmg .J, . , 

. f' total tax revenue has been n i t ntl respective ly. The share of thiS category 0 tax III 

. Id has increased significantly durin 
rising through out the period. The total tax Yle . 

. increased over time, the ratio b In 
of study. The ratio of tax revenue to Illcome . . 

990 The decrease in the ratIO In 1h 
13.2 and 10.1 in the 1960s, 1970s, 1980s and 1 s. 
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due to poor performance in 1990-92. 

Third, the overall tax system is found to b in om -in I 

is that by and large the additional tax revenue gen r t 

than automatic increases in GDP at a given rate 0 t x ti 

collection grew by less than GDP without resorting to 0 

it is impossible to channel an increasing proportion 0 

hands at the current tax structure. In order to rais th 

system efforts should concentrate on taxes that are mor in orne I 

improve the inelastic ta;(es should be addressed. 

The long run and short run tax elasticities of all indi 

The long run elasticities are 0.93 , 0.59, 0.73 0.93 an 

business tCL'\:, agricultural tax, domestic indirect tCL'< , and imp rt 

reason for the inelasticity of personal income tCL'< , busin s t , 

been the low tCL'\:-to-base elasticity, which can largely b 

while both low tax-to-base and base-to-income lastici ty 

tax,which is largely due to exemptions. For agricultur I 

base-to-income elasticity. 

6.2. Policy Recommendations 

, Ith 

Based on the findings of the study th follo 'vvlno P Ii rn 

suggested. 

Fist, the long run elasticity of personal in om l 

being 0.93. This is as a result of low tax- to- ba I ti 

been highly progressive, and some downward r 

made in the last decade. The redu tion in r l 
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o euectlve y tax th n n strengthening the administration of this tax t ~ . I 

Second, business tax shows a very low elasticity 0 0.5 \ hi hi 

tax - to- base elasticity. The inelasticity of this tax is common in mo 

of personal income tax the rate of this tax. is also highly progT ssi 

revisions of rates were made in the recent years. The top bu ine s ro 

to 3 S% and 40% of ta.,xable annual income of bodies and p rsons r 

consistent with recent international trends. The Lowering 0 th 

response to the pressure from the business lobby, which arou s h t 

investment can be discouraged by high rates of business tax ti n. 

Also exemptions have been provided to attract inv tment. 

would remove exemptions and introduce reasonably 10 er ta,'( r t 5 wh 

incentive is very important. This recommendation is bas d n th 

developing countries which indicates that tax co nee sion 

formation but that growth in private investment is largely 

policy and economic climate rather the fiscal incenti s. 

that while the positive effect of fiscal incentives is unc rtain, th 0 

incentive can be very high. 

Interviews with tax officials suggested that th r i 

private businesses. This view is supported by the findings 0 

the insi anificant amount of revenue collected from the n 
o 

category such as capital gains ta.,'( and rental inc m t 

the laws, which suggests deficiencies in tax admini tration. 

Thus a means of increasing 

administration. This means impro ements In 

enforcement of the laws could unpro e th r 
nu er rrn 

r. 
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The future prospects of generating hi h 
g er revenue from thi ur 

assuming that the current eco . 
. nomIC reforms to improve economic grO\ 

and acce lerated. In thIS case since investment ' b . . .. 
m usmess actiVities is x 

grow; effective administration of this tax could' h 
. ' . m t e long run play 

establlshmg an mcome elastic tax structure. 
in rol I 

Third, agricultural taxation is characterized b I . . 
y ong run tax eiastici 0 I th 

uni ty as a result of low base- to- income elasticity hi h ' 0 " . , w C IS .56. Ths In I tl o 
income is due to the fact that the base of this tax grew at a t hi h' I . ra e w c IS ess than n tl 

income during most of the period under study There~ore th 'b'I' f " 
• 11 e POSSI I Ity 0 ra1 In 

income elas ticity of this tax lies largely in the possibility of improving the performan 0 i 

base. 

Itho ugh the weak administration of this ta'X is widely acknowledged the r ult 0 

this study that showed high tax- to- base elasticity of this tax is unexpected. Th 0 

components of agricultural tax are land use tax and agricultural income tax. Land tax h 

(fixed) rate and appears inflexible to base; the agricultural income tax, even thouoh it is 

progress ive, is subject to widespread tax evasion of private enterprises in agricultural 5 to r 

because of its poor administration. 

The refore the improvement of the income elasticity of this category of t an 

achieved by solving the deficiencies in the two components of this tax. In relation to Ian 

. .' t ~ d I states of the country is flat r t use tax the law currently m operatIOn m mos 1e era 
.. hi h 

, . . . d f I d This is an old law which was p doesn t re fl ect the fertlhty , Size an use 0 an . 
. . I state declared and put lnto oper ti n 

20 ye:lrs ago. Recently, in 1995, the oroffila reglOna 

r to land use doesn 't vary dependm n the 
new law. But even in this law the tax that app Ies 

. ' d' 'zes of occupation of land. 
fert il ity of land, although It vanes depen mg on SI 
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Reform in agricultural taxation along the lines 0 th n 

oromia region is recommended "'or 11 '" d 1 11 a le era stat s. 

rates of this tax downward and these should vary 

but depending on the fertility of land. That is the r orm 

adverse effects of heavily taxing agriculture from wei 

development point of view. It is generally argu d th t he 

desirable in LDCs where the sector is less developed th m Jori 

subsistence levels, and a small or no surplus is generat 

The reform of tax system should be combined with th r 

So far the main duty of tax collection has been given to p 

many practical problems. 

Fourth, the long run elasticity coefficient of import ta;( is O. -

both low tax- to- base and base- to- income elasticity . Th 10 

several factors, including the shortage of forei gn ex han 

some capital and other essential goods by pro idino z ro or lov 

encourage long term development), policies of import r trict.ion 

low rate structure and the limited elasticity of the bas - to-in om . 

exemptions, it is argued that only less than half of the 

tax. Even the new tariff code, which is currently in op ralion 

freely imported products. However, because of th bs nc 

the exemption is not known. 

At present, there are pressures applied b th 

move to a simpler and more uniform tariff sy t m. 
hi 

of at least most of the exempted items to smaller t ri r t 

oea:SaJl.ts lie 

r. 

it 

to 

th 

r 0 

mmen 



Fifth, the long run elasticity of dom stic in 

tax resulted from the less than W1ity tax- to- b s 

In relation to this tCL'<, there is a wid s r 

evasion and low standard of compl iance of th tax 

assess a very large number of retail tax pay rs 

accounts. Therefore improving the productivity 0 thi 

administrative constraints. 

o. . 

th 

Sixth, we have noted in chapter two that in Ethiopi h in 

was originally for revenue objective. Currently the 

a move to a simpler and more W1iform tariff syst m. 

need to encourage the export sectors of the economy in an 

economic development. This recommendation i Is 

Ethiopian government has already taken several st ps 

include removal of all types of taxes on exports , ex pt tho 

connection also domestic indirect tax, mainl sal s t x . 

products must be reconsidered or at least minimiz . For x 

" c1imi 10 

on 

long 

hi y. 

ur -n 
tendency to tax coffee production both at produc r an 

of which is transferred to coffee producers throLl:;,h pric me hanism. The r' 'ult 01 thl 

reduction in export tax doesn't fu lly bring about th int n t. 

Seventh, from the discussion of chapt r I 

deficiencies in the Ethiopian tax administrati n. Th r 

made based on the detailed study and id ntifi ation 0 

the effectiveness of tax administration a v II 

LDCs. 
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Although there are no general guideline 

fo llowing: organization of tax administration th t 

system; encouraging tax payers' voluntary compli 

differential treatment of tax payers by their r 

returns processing; improving technological r uir m nt 0 

qualified staff; strengthening collection nforc m n . , 

reform should also allow for differences in r 

various category of tax payers. 

Such reforms require capable and dedicated 0 'ficial , 

strategy, relevant training for staff, additional reSOUfC fo r th 

some re-allocation of resources, and changes in inc mi for th 

administrators.It should be noted that the present tax colle t' n 

cost minimization or profit maximization may not be Optiml m in r 

because the expenditure requirement in the short run can be 0 

productivity of a more developed tax system in the long 

implemented. In addition tax administrators must tri 

obj ectives with the need to support changes des igned to 

terms of the efficiency, equity, and stabilization ;:,oal . 

In general, therefore, these are the prop sal fo ar 

about an efficient and effective tax system. As we have s n th 

policy and implementation aspects. 

However, in view of the massive savings r Ulr m 

productivity of the tax system alone may not b nou h 

government. This also requires controlling gov rrunent 

keep a close watch on recurrent expenditW'e, hich t 

the average. These expenditures have to be clo I m 

10 

t In 

in 

h 'oul h'lp 0 brin 

th t . 

, unlry, hi 

he; 



long term development of the country. On the other han 

welcomed if projects being undertaken are recording p itiv n 

optimal allocation of generated revenue should be mad . 
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,\ppendi.x I: The CompoSilLm o f Flhiopian Cc nl lf\l Gove rnmenl Do mesll c 
Revenue And cxpcndilU re ( 1960/61- 1995/ 

(In million of bi r r) 

Dl roc t T;. xoS 
Ta 
o n 

ParsOn;. I I1 C P\ CI ' 

Int::()t'"r ~ T a x Ta x \ T" x \ 
l ncomo w i ... 

15 . 1 

15 . 5 
0.2 

19.9 0 .3 
' 5. S 

2 2.2 
O . d 

13. 3 

30 . 5 
0 .'2 

15.1 

32 . 5 
0. 3 

15 . 9 

35 . 9 0. 3 
\ 6 .4 

49 .5 0. 2 
\6.9 

\9 68 69.U 

0.3 0.6 1 .'2 

19 69 89 . 8 

0.5 
7.5 

1970 47. 4 
39.9 15. 4 1 . 1 7 . 8 

19 7 1 56 
39 . 5 10. 9 1 .0 7. 4 

197 2 61 . 7 
43 . 6 '20 . 0 1 .2 7.9 

1973 67 . 0 
47 . 4 14.0 

13.2 

197 4 72.8 
55. 3 11. 3 

12.3 

19 75 8 5 .9 
74 .3 10.4 

6 .'2 

1976 7 5. 1 
76 .5 

9.7 
13. 0 

1977 74.6 
98 .3 

18. 7 
17 . 4 

1978 8 4 .2 
10 4 . 1 

l B.2 
19.3 

197 9 102. 3 
117 . 4 48 .7 

41 .2 

1980 119 . 0 
161 .5 

51 .3 0.2 48.3 

1981 12 8 . 3 
256 .8 5 3 . 6 0.6 50 . 2 

198 2 136 . 7 
3 2 6 . 2 50.3 2. 1 49 . 8 

1983 153 . 5 
344.7 52 .6 2 . 2 51. 3 

1984 171. 4 
3 84 . 5 48.6 4 . 3 48.1 

198 5 186 . 1 
416 . 5 41 .9 2 .1 41 . 4 

1986 203.4 
467 . 9 46 . 9 3. 8 44 . 0 

1987 226 . 5 
582 . 1 50.0 1 .9 4 5 .8 

1988 244.3 
662.1 57 . 0 ' . 6 

47.4 

1999 270.3 
683 . 9 61 .5 4 1 . 1 4 5.'2 

1990 280.9 
553.4 54. 2 1. " 

34.6 

1991 267.7 
47 3 .9 54.7 1.6 33.5 

1992 269 . 1 
3 8 6 . 7 3.5 0 . 8 3 . 6 

1993 267.84 
361. 7 8 48. 7 1.2 44.04 

1994 270.85 3 .66 
555.6 2 53. 4 1.24 45 . 86 

1995 29 0 . 5 7 0 . 40 
848.7 

67.78 2 . 91 57.0 22 . 75 

\9 96 32 5 . 69 4 .8 9 
12 18 .8 82.56 3. 62 77.69 27 . 84 

d:= '" 

Sou rce: Mini s tr y of financ e , cen tra l Gove rnm e n t Bud ge t a r y Reve nlle an c1 Expe n ditures, various years . 
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rrc"...s" I cu'" inu<'d 

1070 
197 1 <01 I 58 .9 

1972 43 3 2 61.5 

1973 483 8 72.' 
197" 537. 1 81 0 

1975 5898 11 1 S 

1976 61 3.3 167.7 

1977 855 .9 155.3 

1978 938 .8 169 .2 

1979 1146.5 188 .9 

1980 1298 .2 269.3 

198 1 1361.8 394.6 

1982 1436 .4 440 .3 

1983 1558 .0 6 16 .4 

1984 1731.5 562 .4 

1985 1677 . 1 6 11.6 

1986 1876 .3 744 .0 

1987 2092.4 722 .8 

1988 23 17.8 1006.4 

1989 237 1.0 1149.5 

1990 2158 .9 983.4 

1991 2053.4 652.9 

1992 16 18.3 589.7 

1993 2221.71 767.21 

1994 2706 .86 825 .8 

1995 389 1.27 1950.42 

1996 4741.29 2098.51 

466 0 507. 1 
494 .7 521.7 

556 .2 563 I 

6 18 . 1 599 .2 

1 11.6 811.2 

781.0 9 17.7 
10 11.2 10 19.8 

1108 .0 1367 .2 

1335 .. 1477 .2 

1567 .5 1694 .7 
1756 .4 179 1.2 

1876 .7 1934 .6 

2 11<1.4 2562 .4 

2393 .9 2265 .0 

2289. 1 2737 .5 

2620 .3 2659.4 

28 15.2 2754 .0 

3324 .2 3596 .2 

3520.5 3972.63 

3 142. 3 3929. 10 

2706.3 3698.9 

2208 .0 3305. 12 

2988 .92 3520 .8 

3832.66 4579 .34 

5841.69 55 18 .7 1 

6839 .8 5478.20 

Toul (jo .. c,nn""nc 
c \.pcoduuc 

107 I 
HII 

63U 
671.7 
11 6 .2 
771 .4 
10" 8 A 
1200.5 
1344 .4 
1 69~.5 

1846 .0 
2 137 .9 
2296 .3 
2649 .7 
3807.8 
3 198. 1 
3924 .(, 

413 1.1 
4137. 1 
4997.55 
59 12 .23 
5369 .2 
49 13 
4256 .92 
5305.7 
7983'<)8 
855 1.45 
8852 .58 

Anpcndllt I continued 

llomt~lc.l, .. h~' T ,u:\ 

Tu ('tn T~1 s.e.,.....w;" f . u," 

r roduc.lJ. 

196 1 '6} 
1961 '91 
l<>eIl 4 ~ 0 

19(·1 155 I 

1961 66.1 

1966 ' '' .1 
1967 85.6 
19(,s 996 
1969 10 1 ) 

1970 11 08 ,07, 1'21 6 

1972 1190 
1913 1.1,4 [I; 

1914 16 1 2 

I Q75 187 .2 
1 (}7(, 1(,7 .7 

\971 114 .5 

1 9 7 ~ I ~O .) 

1(}79 259 .0 
1 9~O 363 .1 

198 1 375 .7 

1982 385.6 
1983 4 30 . 1 

19R tl 48 1.3 
1985 509 .9 

1986 539 .7 
11)87 601 .5 

1988 681.9 
1989 751.4 

J 
1990 731.2 
\99 1 696.6 25 .0 

1992 476.7 12.4 

1993 663 ,36 32. 16 

1994 404.22 43 .95 

1955 771.53 67 .6 

1996 964 . 17 77 .26 
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I~ T,-,r " 
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1<' .1 188.4 11 28 257 .9 
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Appendix 2 . Individual and Total Tax Ro . (I M.Il"· . "venues and lhetr roxy b ses ( 60/6 5196) 
nil Ion of Bm) . 

-

!ndivil1ual and Total tax Revenues IOOI.idu,I,OO Tow T , ucs 

Year 

Tota! Ta ;:( net Import Domestic Persona! Business 

oi Export Tax Tox Indirect Income 
AgilculturJI GOP " Vl luc PnYl~C 

TJX To. Mar C:1 of 

Tax Tax 

coruumpuon 

price Import 

1961 154.50 60.4 38.3 25.1 

1962 176.50 

15.-1 15 .3 

69.2 41.7 29.9 

1963 16990 

19.9 15 . 

55.7 47.3 31.0 22.2 

1964 327.20 

13 .7 

86.7 157.7 36.4 10.5 

1965 ::63.20 

1;.9 

101.4 70.2 42.9 32.5 16 .2 

1966 298 .60 121.2 78.3 46. 5 35 .9 

:0' : 
16.7 

1967 332.30 115.7 90.0 60.0 49.5 

1166 

17 . 1 

1668 239.70 100.5 i04.1 69.0 0.6 

~r; 31 

75 

i969 30790 104.1 106.0 89.8 7.5 

2lQO 

1970 

0.5 
1$i ) 

33 \.70 112.6 115.7 47.4 31.8 13.2 

1971 37080 120.3 127.7 56.0 

:1\6 :, 

40.5 26.3 

1972 41)130 121.1 145 .8 61.7 

: :, 
44.8 27 .9 

:q, ? 

1973 432.30 139.9 1508 67.0 47.4 27.2 

1974 486.30 1663 168.2 72 .8 

:lll , 

55 .3 13 .7 

1975 547 .20 176.3 194.4 85.9 i4.3 16 .6 

1976 527 .1 0 176.3 :74.0 75. 1 76.5 12.7 

1977 63i .20 246.8 181.4 74.6 98.5 j6. 1 

i978 65;.00 244.4 186.3 84.2 \04. 1 37 j 

1979 918.20 333.7 268.9 102.3 i1 7.4 

1980 1001.1 247.2 373.6 11 9.0 161.7 

! 981 11 73 5 236 .7 387.3 128.3 257 ." 

19R2 12460 234.7 396.2 136.7 328 3 

1983 1354.2 30633 443 .1 153.5 346 .9 

1934 1433.6 321.2 495.5 17 1.4 388 .8 

i985 1504.7 293 .0 523 .7 i S6.1 41 8.6 

1986 1615.4 293.2 554 .2 203 .4 Hi.7 

1987 1933.7 4085 623.9 226.5 584 .0 

1988 2170.7 437.9 720.4 244. 3 663.7 

1989 22066 360.2 784 .5 270.3 685 .0 

1990 2101.9 413.1 759 .3 280.9 554 .8 

1991 2032.5 ~4J.3 i57.8 267 .7 475 .5 

1992 16090 410 .8 534.5 269.1 387 .5 7.1 

1993 2203.0 719.4 750.97 276.84 362.98 91 .7 

1994 2656.4 1204.8 520.96 270.85 560 .52 99.3) 

1995 3689.9 1475.7 926.26 290.57 871.85 125.5 
lOn I 

1996 4622.4 1723.7 1157.7 325 .89 1251.6 160.25 
11 1.& 6 I%n ' 

Source: 1) Data on Tax Revenue is obrained from appendix 1. 

2) Data on proxy bases and GDP: 
a) for the period 1961-80 from statistical office, stali ical ab lfa s, v rious ear 
b) for the period of 1981-96 from National Bank of Elhiopi . q arterly ull tin. 

March 1997 ; and from internal document of !inistry 0 onomlc vclopmcnt 

cooperation. 
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Appe nd Ix I " : Estim ati on Results o f T ax 11unYil\1cy 

~-

-
r } pC~ o f T~\ f'SI i llI " t iOI1 Rcsults 

TOI:!I Tax Ln(T), =- -4 . <) 1 oj I 292 111 «(,D P) R ! - () 91'(, RSS = n .1039 
( I G. 7) (38.5 ) \)\V = l .li2 FCI,32) = 804 .9 

Imporl Tax Ln(Tm ), = -4. 13 + I .OG7 111 (G DP), R i = 0 .% RSS = 0.72G5 
( -45) ( 10 .6) i)W = I .~) r (4,30) = 23 1 

Business Tax Ln (TtJ), = - 11.08 oj 1.752 111 (G OP), R i = 0 .755 RSS = I C).GG 

(-4.4 ) (6 .3) I) \V = 1.97 1'0,3 1) = 36 .0 

0 0 111 C51 ic 1l1d i rec l LI1(Td), = -G.25 oj I ~ 3 1 7 1 11 (G DP), R ~ ! = 0 .95 RSS =-0 1. I R92 
T ax (- 12.9) (24.04) DW ~ 2. 1'1 r O. ] I ) = 236 .5 

Personal 1I1come Tax In(T p),= -35 = 0.9 1LN (GO P), R ~l = O.oG RSS = 0.62958 
( -5 .3) ( 12 .25) OW = 2002 F(·I ,30) = 2 11 .51\ 

Agricul tural Tax In(T ,), = - 10 .23 -\- 1.561n (G OP), R ~2 = O.G RSS -= \. 8 .7033 
(-3.77) (5. 11 4) OW = 1.98 r (3,3 1) = 15.7 

Note: In every case coe ffi c ient of G DP is buoyancy coeffi c icnt T hese tax bu oyanc ies were es timated by running OLS 
reg ress ion on equatio ll (9) in chapte r three. 
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Appendix V: Plot of Actual and Fitted Values of Tax Revenue and Tax Ba e 

equations 
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